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REGULAR SESSION 1959

GENEI\AL
ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS
ADOPTED BY THE

LEGISLATURE OF FLORIDA
At its Thirty-seventh Regular Session
April 7th to June 5th, 1959
UNDER THE CONSTITUTION OF A.D. 1885

Published by Authority of Law
Volume I, Part One
1959

CHAPTER 59-308

LAWS OF FLORIDA

received by such member during the last ten (10) years such mem
ber was in service.
(2) Any member who has been retired because of total dis
ability shall receive in addition to the award made to him under
the Florida workmen's compensation law, an annual pension, pay
able monthly, of forty-five per cent (45%) of the annual salary of
said member at the time of his disability, and he shall continue to
receive the said pension payment so long as such total disability
exists. Any member who has been retired because of partial dis
ability shall receive in addition to the award made to him under
the Florida workmen's compensation law, an annual pension, pay
able monthly, of thirty-five per cent (35%) of the annual salary
of said member at the time of his disability, and he shall continue
to receive the said pension payment so long as such partial dis
ability exists. The director may require such member to submit
to a medical examination from time to time by a doctor selected
by the director, and if the examination discloses that such member
is no longer disabled, such member may be ordered by the director
to return to active duty with the same rank and salary that he had
at the time of disability. Any such retired member who shall fail
to relun1 to duty following such order shall forfeit all rights and
claims under this law.
Section 2. It is declared to be the legislative intent that, if any
section, subsection, sentence, clause or provision of this act is
held invalid, the remainder of the act shall not be affected.
Section 3.
a law.

This act shall take effect immediately upon becoming

Approved by the Governor June 15, 1959.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 15, 1959.
CHAPTER 59-308
HOUSE BILL NO. 962
AN ACT relating to administration unnecessary in certain estates;
amending Chapter 735, Florida Statutes, by adding Section 735.051
providing that a petition for administration unnecessary may be
filed and an order entered thereon at any stage of administration
of any estate; providing an effective date.
1152
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CHAPTER 59-309

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Chapter 735, Florida Statutes, is amended by adding
section 735.051 to read:
735.051 Filing of petition.-The petition for an order of adminis
tration unnecessary may be filed at any stage of the administration
of any estate in accordance with the procedure as set forth in
§735.05 and an order for administration unnecessary entered in
accordance with §735.07 if it appears that at the time of such petition
the estate would qualify for such an order of administration un
necessary.
Section 2.
a law.

This act shall take effect immediately upon becoming

Approved by the Governor June 15, 1959.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 15, 1959.
CHAPTER 59-309
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR
HOUSE BILL NO. 941
AN ACT relating to mortgage transactions on real property; pro
viding for the qualifications, amount of fee and licensing of mort
gage brokers and mortgage solicitors; providing for exemptions;
prescribing the procedure for investigation of violations, and for
the suspension and revocation of licenses; prescribing require
ments, prohibitions, and providing for limited mortgage broker's
fees; defining certain terms; providing penalties for violations;
making an appropriation; and fixing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Short title. This act may be cited as "The Mortgage
Brokerage Act."
Section 2. Definition of terms. In this act unless the context or
subject matter otherwise requires:
(a) "Person" means an individual, partnership, corporation, asso
ciation, and any other group however organized.
(b) "Mortgage Loan" means any loan secured by a mortgage on
real estate located in the State of Florida, excluding, however, any
1153
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loan guaranteed or insured by an agency of the Federal government
or for which a commitment to so guaranty or insure has been made
by such agency.

(b) No mortgage broker's or mortgage solicitor's license shall
be granted to any person who has not been a bona fide resident of
the state of Florida for a period of at least six (6) months immedi
ately preceding the date of application for license.

CHAPTER 59-309

(c) "Mortgage Broker" means every person not exempt under
Section 3 of this act, who for compensation or in the expectation
of compensation, either directly or indirectly makes, negotiates or
offers to make or negotiate a mortgage loan.
(d) "Mortgage Solicitor" means any individual not licensed as a
Mortgage Broker, who performs any of the functions set out under
the preceding subsection and who is employed by a Mortgage
Broker or whose business policies and acts are under the direction,
control or management of a Mortgage Broker.
(e) "Mortgage Commissioner" means the State Comptroller,
who is hereinafter referred to as the "Commissioner."
(f) "Licensee" means a person, whether Mortgage Broker or
Mortgage Solicitor, under any of the provisions of this act.
(g) "License" means a license issued under the provisions of
this act.
Section 3. Exempt Persons.- This act does not apply to the
following:
(a) Any person doing business under any law of this state, or
any other state, or of the United States, relating to banks, trust
companies, savings and loan associations, pension trusts, credit
unions, insurance companies or small loan companies.
(b) Any person making a mortgage loan with his own funds for
his own ·investment without intent to resell said mortgage loan.

CHAPTER 59-309

(c) Application for license as mortgage solicitor must be accom
panied by the recommendation of the mortgage broker who is to
be applicant's employer and who is to be responsible for applicant's
actions.
(d) Each application for a license or for a 1·enewal thereof shall
be made in writing, on such forms and in such manner and accom
panied by such evidence in support of surh application as pre
scribed by the commissioner. The commissioner shall require such
information with regard to the applicant as he may deem desirable,
with due regard to the paramount interests of the public, as to the
experience, background, honesty, truthfulness, integrity, and com
petency of the applicant as to financial transactions involving pri
mary or subordinate mortgage financing, and where the applicant
is a person other than an individual, as to the honesty, truthfulness,
integrity and competency as to financial transactions involving pri
mary or subordinate mortgage financing, of the executive officer
of such corporation, association or other group, or the members of
such partnership.
(e) The original license fee for a calendar year or part thereof
shall be the sum of tweny-five dollars ($25.00) for a mortgage
broker and fifteen dollars ($15.00) for a mortgage solicitor. For re
newal of license, the annual fee shall be fifteen dollars ($15.00) for
a mortgage broker and ten dollars ($10.00) for a mortgage solicitor,
which fees shall be deposited in the state treasury and are hereby
appropriated to the comptroller to be used in administering this act.

tors.-

(f) If the licensee is a person other than an individual, the license
issued to it entitles one officer or member thereof, on behalf of the
corporation, partnership, association, or other group, to engage in
the business of mortgage broker and, such officer or member to
be designated in the application for license. For each officer or
member other than the officer so designated, through whom it en
gages in the business of mortgage broker, the annual fee shall be
ten dollars ($10.00) in addition to the fee paid for the first license.

(a) No person shall act as a Mortgage Broker or Mortgage
Solicitor without a license therefor as provided in this act.

(g) Upon the filing of such application, and the payment of said
fee, the commissioner shall, upon determination of proper qualifi-

1154
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(c) Any person licensed to practice law in this state, not active
ly and principally engaged in the business of negotiating loans
secured by real property, when such person renders services in
the course of his practice as an attorney at law.
Section 4. Licensing of Mortgage Brokers and Mortgage Solici

REGULAR SESSION 1963

GENERAL
ACTS AND liESOLLITIONS
ADOPTED BY THE

LEGISLATURE OF FLORIDA
At its Thirty-Ninth Regular Session
April 2nd to June l!Jth, 1! )63
UNDER THE CONSTITUTION OF A. D. 1885

Published by Authority of Law
Under the Direction of
TOM ADAMS, SECRETARY OF STATE
Volume I, Part One
1963

CHAPTER 63-58

LAWS OF FLORIDA
CHAPTER 63-57
SENATE BILL NO. 307

AN ACT relating to special officers for railroads, express com
panies, or other common carriers; amending section 354.05, Flor
ida statutes, by providing that the commissions of such special
Officers shall continue so long as they are employed in such ca
pacity, subject, however, to removal by the governor at any time
as now provided by said section 354.05; providing an effective
date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Section 354.05, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

354.05 Tenn of office; removal.-The special officers provided for
herein shall be commissioned by the governor and their commis
sions shall continue so long as they are employed in such capacity
by the railroad, express company or other common carrier, but they
shall be removed by the governor at any time, in the manner and
for the causes provided by law.
Section 2. This act shall take effect immediately upon be
coming a law.
Became a law without the Governor's approval.
Filed in Office Secretary of State May 15, 1963.
CHAPTER 63-58
SENATE BILL NO. 308

----

LAWS OF FLORIDA

·-- --

CH.APTER 63-58

and institutions; amending Section 494.04, Florida Statutes,
subsections (2), (4), (5), (6) and (11), providing for regis
tration as Mortgage Broker, and setting annual fees for Mort
gage Brokers, solicitors, and Branch Offices; amending Sec
tion 494.05, Florida Statutes, subsection (1) to provide addi
tional grounds for license suspension; amending section 494.08,
Florida Statutes, subsection (1) and (5) relating to mislead
ing advertisements and the advertising and offering of guaran
teed mortgages, and making it unlawful for an unlicensed per
son to receive any commission, bonus or fee in connection
with arranging for or negotiating a mortgage loan; amending
Section 494.07, Florida Statutes, subsection (7) exempting
mortgage loans insured by an agency of the Federal Govern
ment from the provisions of subsections (3) and (4) of this
section; making effective date as of September 1, 1963.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Section 494.02, Florida Statutes, Subsections · (2),
(3), and (5) are amended to read:
(2) "Mortgage loan" means any loan secured by a mortgage
on real property.
(3) "Mortgage broker" means any person not exempt un
der Section 494.03 who for compensation or gain, or in the ex
pectation of compensation or gain, either directly or indirectly
makes, negotiates, acquires or sells, or offers to make, negotiate,
acquire or sell a mortgage loan. This section shall not appLy to
transactions involving the sale or purchase of notes or bonds
secured by mortgages which are subject to registration by the
Florida Securities Commission.

AN ACT relating to the Mortgage Brokerage Act; amending
Section 494.02, Florida Statutes, Subsections (2), (3), and (5),
defining mortgage loan and removing exclusions of real estate
located outside of the state and of loans guaranteed or insured
by an agency of the Federal Government, and defining mort
gage broker, and including those who acquire or sell, or offer
to acquire and sell, but exempting mortgages which are sub
ject to registration by the Florida Securities Commission, de
fining Mortgage Commissioner to include authorized assistants
of the State Comptroller; amending Section 494.03, Florida
Statutes, Subsections (1) and (2) relating to exempt persons

(5) "Mortgage Commissioner" means the State Comptroller
and/or one of his assistants who might be designated and au
thorized by the State Comptroller to act in his behalf, who is
hereinafter referred to as the "Commissioner."

104
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Section 2. Section 494.03, Florida Statutes, Subsections (1)
and (2) are amended to read:
(1) Ban ks, trust comp anies, savings and loan associations,
pension trusts, credit unions, insurance companies, small loan
companies or Federally licensed small business investment com
panies.
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So the bill passed, as further amended. The action, togl'lhl'r
with the bill and amendments thereto, w:is cerlifil'd to Lhe
Senate.

June 2, 1977

below $500,000 by disbursement made in accordance with s.
4Q4.044.
(2) The Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund shall be dis
bursed as provided in s. 494.044, upon approval by the Di
vision of Finance of the Department of Banking and Finance,
to any person who is adjudged by a court of competent juris
diction to have suffered monetary damages as a result of any
of the following acts committed by a mortgage broker or
mortgage solicitor who was licensed under this chapter at the
time the act was committed:
(a)

A violation of any provision of this chapter.

( b) Makini; any false promises likely to influence, persuade,
or induce or pursuing a course of misrepresentation or false
promises through agents.
(c) Misrepresentation, circumvention, or concealment by the
licensee through watever subterfuge or device of any of the
material particulars or the nature thereof, regarding a trans
action to which he is a party, and of injury to another party
thereto.

Considera lion of Sl3 GG3

(d) Failure lo disburse funds in accordance with agreements.
Sl3 G63-A bill to be entitled An act relating to mortgage
(e) Failure lo account or deliver to any person any personal
brokerage; amendin g- ss. 494.03(1), '19-1.0-1(1)-(:J), Florida Stat property, such as money, fund, deposit, check, draft, mortgage,
utes; clarifying lang-uage; providing- for declaralion of inten or olhL·r dneunll'lll or thing of \'alue, which has come into his
tion to bccome U. S. citizPn for licPnsing; providing- that a hands a11d whic-h is not his property or which he is not in law
mortgage solicitor nc1c:otiate lo:ins only for broker with whom or l"quity e11titlcd to retain, under the circumstances and at the
he is employed; creating s. -1'.H.0-11, Florida Sta lutes; pro tillll' which has l,ec·n agreed upon or is required by law or, in
viding requirements for mortg-a1c:e loans whl're the security is the absl'nl'e of a fixed timl', upon demand of the person en
vacant land rc> gistercd under chapter '178, Florida Statutes; titl,·d ln such accounting and delivery.
amending s. 1\9,J.0G ( 1) (f), (4), Florida Statutes; authorizing
(f) Failure to place, immediately upon receipt, any money,
suspension of licenses for certain actions; deleting- certain
fund, deposit, check, or draft entrusted to him by a person deal
language lo conform to the Administrative Procedure Act; cre
ating ss. 494.051, 494.072, Florida S�atutes; providini; that cer ing with him as a broker in escrow with an escrow agent lo
tain papers of financial examiner are competent evidence; pro cated and doing business in this state, pursuant to a written
viding for cease and desist orders, orders to refund overcharges, agreement, or to deposit said funds in a trust or escrow account
and administrative fines; amending s. 494.08(3), (G), Florida maintained by him with a bank or savings and loan association
Statutes; providing that brokerage fee or commission include located and doing- business in this state, wherein said funds
certain abstract charges; removing exemption in acceptance shall be kept until disbursement thereof is properly author
of deposit or application for mortgage loan without delivery of ized.
statement of costs; providing that certain fees or charges shall
'1!l'1.0,13 Conditions for recovery.-Any person shall be eligi
not be deemed interest; providing an effective date.
blo to seek recovery from the Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty
-was taken up. On motion by Mr. Forbes, the rules were Fund if:
waived and SB 663 was read the second time by title.
(1) Such person has received final judgment in a court of
competent jurisdiction in this state in any action wherein the
Representative Forbes offered the following amendment:
cause of action was based on s. 494.042(2);
Amendment 1-On page 8, line 24, strike Section 9. and insert:
Section 9. Subsection (2) of section 494.02, Florida Statutes, is
amended and subsections (8) and (9) are added to said section
to read:
494.02 Definition of terms.-In this act unless the context
or subjct matter otherwise requires:
(2) "Mortgage loan" means any loan secured by a mortgage
on real property or any loan secured by collateral which has
a mortgage lien interest in real property.

(8) "Principal mortgage broker" means an ·incliv·iclual, offi
cer of a corporation or member of a partnership cles·ignatecl as
the primary broker -;,, the appl·ication.
(9) "Lender" means any person who c·ither lends or invests
money ·in mortga.ge lonns.

Section 10. Sections 494.042, 49'1.043, '194.0'14, and '1Q4.045,
Florida Statutes, arc created to read:
494.042

Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund.-

(1) Effective September 1, 1977, the Treasurer shall estab
lish a Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund. A fee of $50 per
license year shall be added to the license fee for both new li
censes and renewal of licenses of a principal mortgage broker
and a fee of $10 per license year shall be added to the license
fee for both new licenses and n•ne\\'al of licenses by solicitors
and additional brokers. This fee shall be in addition to the
regular license fee and shall be transferred to or deposited in
the Mortgage Brokernge Guaranty Fund. If the fund at any
time exceeds $750,000, collection of special fees for this fund
shall be discontinued at the end of that license year, and such
special fees shall not be reimposed unless the fund is reduced

(2) Such person has caused to be issued a writ of execu
tion upon such judgment and the officer executing the same
has made a return showing that no personal or real property
of the judgment debtor liable to be levied upon in satisfaction
of the judgment can be found or that the amount realized on
the sale of the judgment debtor's property pursuant to such
execution was insufficient to satisfy the judgment;
(3) Such person has made all reasonable searches and in
quirics to ascertain whether the judgment debtor possesses real
or personal property or other assets subject to being sold or
applied in satisfaction of the judgment and by his search he has
discovered no property or assets or he has discovered property
and assets and has taken all necessary action and proceedings
for the application thereof to the judgment but the amount
thereby realized was insufficient to satisfy the judgment;
(4) Such person has applied any amounts recovered from the
judgment debtor or from any other source, to the damages
awarded by the court;
(5) Such person, at the time the action was instituted, gave
notice thereof to the department by certified mail; and
(G) The act for which recovery is sought occurred on or
after September 1, 1977.
494.0'14 Payment from the fund.( 1) Any person who meets all of the conditions prescribed
ir, s. -194.043 may apply to the department for payment to be
made to such person from the Mortgage Brokerai;c Guaranty
Fund in the amount equal to the unsatisfied portion of such
person's judgment or $10,000, whichever is less, but only to
the extent and amount reflected in the judgment as being ac
tual or compensatory damages.

June 2, 1977
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(2) Upon receipt by the claimant of the payment from the
Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund, the claimant shall assign
any additional right, title, and interest in the judgment, to the
extent of such payment, to the department.
(3) Payments for claims shall be limited in the aggregate
to $50,000, regardless of the number of claimants involved,
against any one mortgage broker or mortgr,g-e solicitor. If the
total claims exceed the aggregate limit of $;i0,000, the depart
ment shall prorate the payment based in the ratio that the
person's claim bears to the total claims filed.
(4) If at any time the money in the l\[ortgage Droker:q..:e
Guaranty Fund is insufficient to satisfy any valid clai!ll or
portion thereof, the dcpartlllent shall satisfy such unpaid
claim or portion thereof as soon as a sufficient a!llo11nl of
money has been deposited in or tr:rnsferred to the fund. When
there is more than one unsatisfied claim outstanding, such
claims shall be paid in the order in which the claims were
filed with the department.
(5) All payments and disbursements made from the Mort
gage Brokerage Guaranty Fund shall be made by the Treas
urer upon a voucher signed by the Comptroller, as head of
the department, or such agent as he may designate.
(6) The payment of any amount from the Mortgage Broker
age Guaranty Fund in settlement of a claim or in satisfaction
of a judgment against a licensee shall constitute prima facie
grounds for the revocation of the license of such licensee.
494.045 Investments of the fun<l.-Thc funds of the Mort
gage Brokerage Guaranty Fund shall be invested by the
Treasurer under the same limitations as othC'r state funds, and
the interest earned thereon shall bP. deposit0d to the crl'dit
of the fund and available for the same purpose as other mon
eys deposited in the Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund.
Section 11. Paragraph (j) is added to subsection (1) of
section 494.05, Florida Statutes, to read:
494.05

Denial, suspension or revocation of liccnses.-

(1)

The department may, upon its motion, or upon the
.verified complaint in writing of any person, investigate the
actions of any person engaged in the business or acting- in the
capacity of a licensee under this act, within this state. The
license of a licensee may be suspended for a period not ex
ceeding 2 years, or until compliance with a lawful order im
posed in the final order of suspension, or both, upon a find
ing of facts showing that the licensee has been guilty of any
of the following:
(j) Failure to issue a satisfaction of mortgage when the
mortgage has been executed and proceeds were not clisl1ursed
to the benefit of the mortgagor and when the mortgagor has
fully paid the mortgage broker's costs and commission.
Section 12. Subsection (2) of section 494.071, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
494.071

Injunction to restrain violations.-

(2) Whenever tl.e aep1utmeHt &lttHt bette¥e fff.m eftt-i-e
� eviaenee tl½a-t any such person has engaged or; is en
gaged or is about to engage in any of the practices or trans
actions which would be fraudulent and inconsistent with the
intent of this chapter, or acts HI negetiatiag � mertgages in
violation of this chapter, or is acting as a broker or solicitor
without being duly registered as provided in this chapter, the
department may, in addition to any other remedies, hy its own
counsel bring action in the namc- and on behalf of the state
against such person and any other person concerned in or
in any way participating in or about to participate in such
fraudulent practices or acting in violation of this chapter, to
enjoin such person from continuing- such fraudulent practices
or engaging therein or doing any act in furtherance thereof
or in violation of this chapter.
Section 13. Subsections (8), (9), and (10) arc added to
section 494.08, Florida Statutes, to read:
494.08

Requirements and prohibitions.-

(8) Each mortgage negotiated pursuant to this chapter
shall include, with a copy delivered to the lender, a mortgagee's
title insnrnnce policy or all opinioH of title from all attorney
who is licen.•ed to pract.icc law ill this state, 101lcss 1rniwd in
writing by thr lcnrln·, nn thr laHcl ll'hich is described in the

1105

mortgage. The policy or opin·ion shall reflect the priority of the
mortgage.
(.9 ) Each 111.nrtpage or instrumeHt securing a note shall,
1111/css 11111ivcrl i11 wrili11g by the lender, be recorded beforo
/Jeinr; dclivcrcrl lo a permanent lender.
( 10) Euch mortgage or instrument securing a note delivered
to a lender on other t.han a first mortgage shall be accom
/)(111icd /1y a statement .showing the balance owed by the mort11ngor on '"'!J existing mortgayes prior to this investment and
the status o( such existin17 mortgages. The provisions of this
.sn/1sectio11 shflll 11ot appl11 to mortga17cs insured by an agency
u/ I.he f,'cr/crnl Go1•crnment.

Section 1-1. Sections -!G4.0G1, •194.092, and 494.093, Florida
StalUll'S, arc created to read:
•l(:M.O:ll Liability in case of unlawful transaction.-In the
event a !llortg-ag-e ·transaction is made in violation of any of
the provisions of this chapter, the person making the trans
action and every director, officer, or agent who has person
ally participated in making the transaction, shall be jointly
and se,·crally I iable to the lender in an action for damages in
curreJ by the lender.
'1!J4.0Q2 Statutory or common-law remcdics.-Nothing in
this chapter shall limit any statutory or common-law right
of any person to bring- any action in any court for any act
involved in the mortgag-c business, or the right of the state to
punish an,• person for any violation of any law.
494.0()3 Prohibited practices.-It is unlawful, and a violation
of the provisions of this chapter, for any person:
(1) In any practice or transaction or course of business
relatinr; lo the sale, purchase, negotiation, promotion, adver
tisement, or hypothccation of mortgage transactions, including
any transaction consummated by parties under the provisions
of s. 494.03, directly or indirectly:
(a) To knowingly or willingly employ any device, scheme,
or artifice to defraud; or
(b) To engage in any transaction, practice, or course of
business which operates as a fraud upon any person in con
nection with the purchase or sale of any mortgage loan.
(2) In any matter within the jurisdiction of the department,
to knowingly and willfully falsify, conceal, or cover up, by any
trick, scheme, or device, a material fact, or mnke any false or
fraudulent statement or representation, or make or use any
false writing or document, knowing the same to contain any
false or fraudulent statement or entry.
Section 15.

read:

494.10

Section 494.10, Florida Statutes, is amended to

Penalties.-

Whoever violates any of the prov1s1ons of this chapter,
except as provided in subsection (2), is aet � De guilty of
a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided in
s. 775.082 or s. 775.083, and each violation of this chapter shall
constitute a separate offense.
(1)

(2) Who ever violates any provision of s. 4,94.09S, fails to
comply with the requirements of s. 494.05(1)(!), or offers to
negotiate a mortgage Lonn for compensation without being li
censed as required by this chapter is guilty of a felony of the
third dc_orcc, pnnislwblc ns provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.0BS,
or s. 775.081,.

Section 16. Subsection (12) of section 494.04, Florida Stat
utes, is hereby repealed.
Section 17.

This act shall take effect September 1, 1977.

Mr. Forbes moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representative Forbes offered the following title amend
ment:
Amendment 2-0n pag-e 1, line 27, after the semicolon
insert: amending- ss. 494.02(2), 494.071(2), 494.10, Florida Stat
utes; adding ss. 494.05(1)(j), 494.08(8)-(10), Florida Stat
utes; crc-ating ss. ,19.1.0-12-494.045, 494.091--194.093, Florida Stat
utes; rcddining- "morlg-agc- loan"; amending s. 494.02, Florida
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Statutes, adding subsections (8) and (9), defining "principal mission; providing for powers and duties; providing for the filing
mortgage broker" and "lender"; providing for the establish and determination of claims; pro,·iding for judicial review; pro
ment of a Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund; providing for vidini; for emergency awards; providing for limited confident
funding from addilional license and renewal fees paid by iality of records; providing for subrogation; providing for debts
mortgag·e brokers and solicitors; providing conditions giving due to the slate; providing a penalty for fraud; providing for
rise to recovery from such fund; pro,·iding for payment from attorney's fees; providing a penalty; providing for additional
fund; providing for investment of funcls; providing that costs; pro\'iding for the crimes compensation trust fund; au
failure to issue satisfaction of mortgage when funds are not thorizing application for federal funds; pro,·iding for notice
disbursed to the mortgagor is grounds for suspension of of' lhc provi,ions of this law: providing for duties of the de
license; requiring- delivery of a title insurance policy, opinion parlmcnt; pro\'iding sevcrability; amending s. 142.01, Florida
Statutes; amending s. 1-1�.03, Florida Statutes, 1976 Supplement;
of title, or title letter unless waived by lender; requiring
mortgages or instruments securing notes lo be recorded before providing an exception for inclusion in the fine and forfeiture
delivery to permanent lender unless waived; requiring a slale fund; amending s. 9-l'i.18, Florida Statutes, permitting restitu
ment of balance owed on, and status of, existing mortgages tion lo the Cri111cs Compensation Trust Fund as a condition of
with delivery of a mortgage or instrument securing a note to parole; adding s. ()48.00( l) (i), Florida Statutes, permitting resti
certain lenders; prescribing liability of directors, officers, or tulion to the Crimes Compensation Trust Fund as a condition
agents who participate in unlawful transactions; providing for of probation; providing for the payment of administrative costs;
statutory and common-law remedies; prohibiting certain frau providing an effective dale.
dulent practices; providing a penalty; revising other penaltics
under chapter 494, Florida Statutes; repealing s. 494.04 (12), and requests the concurrence of the House.
Florida Statutes, relating to surety bonds required of mortgage
Joe Bro1c>1, Secretary
brokers;
!louse ,\ mendm<"nl I-Strike everything after the enacting
Mr. Forbes moveu the adoption of the :1rnendn1enl, which was
clause and inse,·t the follo\\·ing:
adopted.
On motion by i\lr. Forbes, the rules were waived nnd Sl1 t,(;3,
as amended, was read the third Lime by Lille. On passage, the
vote was:
Yeas-108
The Chair
Adams
Allen
Andrews
Barrett
Batchelor
Becker
Bell
Black
Blackburn
Bloom
Boyd
Brown
Burnsed
Burrall
Carlton
Cassens
Cherry
Conway
Cox
Craig
Crawford
Crenshaw
Culbrealh
Danson
Davis
Dixon

Dyer
Eckhart
Evans
]:;wing
Fechtel
Fontana
Forbes
Fortune
Foster
Fox
Frank
Fulford
Gallagher
Girardeau
Gordon
Grizzle
Grosse
Gustafson
Haben
Hagler
Hattaway
Hazelton
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hill
Hodes

Hollingsworth
Hutto
James
Jennings
Jones
Kershaw
Kutun
Langley
Lehman
Lewis, J. W.
Lewis, T.
Lock ward
Malloy
Mann
Margolis
Martin
Maxwell
McCall
McKnight
McPherson
Melvin
Mica
Moffitt
Moore, R.
Moore, T.
Morgan
Neal

Nelson
Ogden
U'l\lallcy
l'ajcic
l'apy
Patchell
l'atterson
Poindexter
l'oole
Heady
Redman
Richard
Richmond
Rish
Robinson
Sadowski
Sample
Sheldon
Smith
Steinberg
Taylor
Thompson
\v·arcl
Warner
Williams
Woodruff
Young

Nays-1
Kirkwood
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Gersten, Hieber
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified
to the Senate after engrossment.
The Honorable Donald L. Tucker, Speaker
I am directed to inform the House of Represcnlati,·es that the
Senate has amended House Amendments 1 and 4, concurred in
same as amended and passed CS for SB 175, as amended,
By the Committee on Corrections, Probation and Parole and
Senator Glisson and othersCS for SB 175-A bill lo be entitled An act relating to as
sistance for the victims of crime; creating chapter 89'i, Florida
Statutes, providing for a program to assist victims of crime;
providing legislative intent; providing definitions; providing
for eligibility; creating the Florida Crimes Compensation Com-

Section 1. Chapler SQ7, Florida Statutes, consisting
tions 8'.J7.0I, 8'.J7.0�, 897.03, 897.0�, 897.05, 897.0G, 897.07,
8'.J7.UU, 8a7.10, 8V7.ll, 8U7.12, 897.13, 897.14, 897.lG,
8'.!7.17, 897.18, 8!J7.19, 897.20, 897.21, 897.22, 897.23,
and 8'.J7.�:>, is created to read:

of sec
897.08,
897.16,
897.24,

897.01 Short title.-The provisions of this chapter shall be
known and may be cited as the "Smith-Firestone Act."
897.02 Declaration of policy and legislative intent.-The
Legislalure recognizes that many innocent persons suffer per
sonal injury or death as a direct result of criminal acts or in
their efforts to prevent crime or apprehend persons committing
or atte111pting to commit crimes. Such persons or their de
pendents may thereby suffer disabilities, incur financial hard
ships, or become dependent upon public assistance. The Leg
islature finds and determines that there is a need for govern
ment financial assistance for such victims of crime. Accord
ingly, it is the intent of the legislature that aid, care, and
support be provided by the state, as a matter of moral re
sponsibility, for such victims of crime. It is the express intent
of the Legislature that all state departments and agencies
cooperate with the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services in carrying out the provisions of this chapter.
897.03 Definitions.-As used in this chapter, unless the
context otherwise requires:
( 1) "Claimant" means any person filing a claim pursuant
to this chapter.
(2) "Commission" means the Florida Crimes Compensation
Commission.
(3) "Crime" means the commission of a felony or mis
demeanor under the laws of this state by any person which
is punishable under the criminal laws of the State of Florida
ancl which results in physical injury or death of a resident of
this state; provided, however, that no act involving the oper
ation of a motor vehicle, boat, or aircraft which results in
injury or death shall constitute a crime for the purpose of this
chapter unless the injury or death was intentionally inflicted
through the use of such vehicle, boat, or aircraft, or unless
such vehicle, boat, or aircraft is an implement of a crime to
which this act applies.
( 4) "Department" means the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services.
(5) "Intervenor" means any person who goes to the aid
of another and suffers bodily injury or death as a direct result
of acting not recklessly to prevent the commission of a crime,
or to lawfully apprehend a person reasonably suspected of
having committed a crime, or to aid the victim of a crime.
(G) "Victim" means any person who suffers personal physi
cal injury or death as a direct result of a crime.
897.04

Eligibility for awards.-

(1) Except as provided in subsection (2), the following per
sons shall be eligible for awards pursuant to this section:
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Senator Gallen presiding

Section 8.
read:

SB 1188 was taken up and on motion by Senator Barron
RB 2123-A bill to be enlitled An ncl relating to unemploy

ment compensation; amending s. 443.06(8). Florida Statutes;
eliminating the provisions for reduction of unemployn,cnl com
pensation benefits by Social Security benefits; providing that
certain retirement, pension, and annuity benefits shall be off
set against unemployment compensation benefils notwithstand
ing the source of the contribution; Jll"OYidini.s an cffccti,·e dale.
-a companion measure was substituted therefor and read
the second time by title. On motion by Senator Barron, by two
thirds vote RB 2123 was read the third time by title, passed
and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-29

Barron
Childers, Don
Childers, W. D.
Firestone
Gallen
Glisson
Gorman
Graham

Hair
Holloway
Johnston
MacKay
Myers
Peterson
Plante
Poston

Renick
Sayler
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Thomas, .Ton
Thomas, Pat
Tobiassen

Trask
Vogt
Ware
Winn
Zinkil

Nays-None
Vote after roll call:
Yea-Spicola
SB 1188 was laid on the table.
�

SB 663-A bill to be entitled An act relating to mortgage
brokerage; amending ss. 494.03(1), 494.04(1)-(3), Florida Stat
utes; clarifying language; providing for declaration of inten
tion to become U. S. citizen for licensing; providing that a
mortgage solicitor negot;ate lonns only for br0ker wilh whom
he is employed; creating s. 494.041, Florida Statutes; providing
requirements for mortgage loans where the security is vacant
land registered under rhapter 478. Florida Statutes; amendin_,:,:
s. 494.05(1) (f), (4), Florida Statutes: authorizing suspension
of licenses for certain actions: deleting certain lani.suage lo
conform to the Administrative Procc<lure Act; creating ss. 40-1.051, 494.072, Florida Statutes; providing that certain papers of
financial examiner arc competent evidence: providing for cense
and desist orders, orders to refund ovcrcliarges, and administra
tive fines; amending s. 494.08(3),(6), Florida Statutes; pro
viding that brokrrage fre or commission include certain ah
stract charges; removing exemption in acceptance of deposit
or application for mortgage loan without delivery of state
ment of costs; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
Senator MacKay moved the fo1lowing ;imendmenls which
were ;idopted:
Amendment 1-0n page 3. line 6, after the word "which" in
sert: has a face amount of $35,000 or less and
Amendment 2-0n page 3, line 17, after the word "state"
insert: or a title letter from a title company authorized to do
business in this state
On motion by Senator Scott the Senate reconsidered the vote
by which Amendment 2 was adopted.

673

Section 494.081, Florida Statutes, is created to

491.081 Fees and Charges not Deemed Interest or Finance
Charge.-All fees and charges aulhorized by this act and re
ceivc:d by a mortgage broker or mortgage solicitor licensed
under this Act shall not be deemed as interest or finance
charges provided however, that a licensed broker lending its
own funds shall be subject to the provisions of Chapter 687, F.S.
A licensed mortgage broker who lends the funds of an al'filliate
lender shnll not be deemed in violation of Chapter 687, F.S.
unless lhe Department determines that the purpose of such
act ion is clesig·ned to avoid lhe provisions of Chapter G87, F.S.
The Department shall adopt rules for this section.
Amendment 5-0n page 1 in title, line 2G, insert following
the ";": providing that certain fees or charges shall not be
deemed interest;
On motion by Senator Barron, by two-thirds vote SB 663
as amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered
engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-34
Barron
Castor
Chamberlin
Childers. Don
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Firestone
Ga11en
Glisson

Gorman
Graham
Hair
Henderson
Holloway
.Tohnston
Lewis
MacKay
McClain

Peterson
Plante
Poston
Renick
Scott
Skinner
Spicola
Thomas, .Jon
Thomas, Pat

Tobiassen
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Wilson
Winn
Zinkil

Nays-None
H n 1213-A bill to be entitled An act relating to public
officers and employees; amending s. 112.061(6)(a), Florida
Statutes, l!J'iG Supplement, to provide for per diem and sub
sistence allowance for persons traveling out of st.ate in order
to conduct state business; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time hy title. On motion by Senator
Pat Thomas, by a two-thirds vote HB 1213 was read the third
time b,· title, passed and certified to the House. The vote on
passnge was:
Yeas-31
Bnrron
Cnstor
Childers. Don
Chilclcrs, W. D.
Firestone
Gn1len
Glisson
Gorman

Graham
Hair
llendcrson
Hollowav
Johnston
J,ewis
MarKay
McClain

Myers
Plante
Poston
Renick
Sea rborough
Scott
Skinner
Spicola

Thomas, Jon
Thomas. Pat
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Winn

Nays-None
On motion by Senator W. D. Childers the rules were waived
and the Senate reverted toMESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

By permission Senator MacKay withdrew Amendment 2.
Amendment 3-0n page 3, line J 9, after the word "property."
insert.: A notice stating the priority of the mortg-age shnll he
placed on the face nf each rnortgag-e in nn amount o,·er $3!i,000
issued pursuant to this section.
Senators W. D. Childers and Barron offered the fo1lowing
amendments which were moved by Senator Barron and adopted:
Amendment 4-0n page 8, lines 8 and 9, insert new Section 8
and renumber subsequent section.

The Honorable Lew Brantley, President
I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Repre
sentatives has concurred in Senate Amendment 1 to House
Amendment n, ..\mcndments 3 and 5 to House Amendment 15;
rdused to concur in Senate Amendment 4 to House Amendment
JS and Senate Amendment 1 to ]louse Amendment 16 to
SB 40 and requests the Senate to recede and passed SB 40, as
amended.
Allen Morris, Clerk
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An act relating to mortgage brokerage; amending

4

clarifying language; providing for declaration

3

5
6

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

ss. 494.03(1), 494.04(1)-(3), Florida Statutes;
of intention to become

u. S. citizen for

employed; creating s. 494.041, Florida
Statutes; providing requirements for mortgage
loans where the security is vacant land
registered under chapter 478, Florida Statutes;
amending s. 494.05 (1)(f), (4), Florida
Statutes; authorizing suspension of licenses
for certain actions; deleting certain language
to conform to the Administrative Procedure Act;
creating ss. 494.051, 494.072, Florida
Statutes; providing that certain papers of
financial examiner are competent evidence;
providing for cease and desist orders, orders
to refund overcharges, and administrative
fines; amending s. 494 .08(3), (6), Florida
Statutes; providing that brokerage fee or
commission include certain abstract charges;

25

application for mortgage loan without delivery

28

V
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negotiate loans only for broker with whom he is

removing exemption in acceptance of deposit or

27

reproduced by

licensing; providing that a mortgage solicitor

24
26

@ [f)

A bill to be entitled

of statement of costs; providing an effective
date.

�IBe It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
30
31

1
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Section 1.

Subsection

(1)

21Statutes, is amended to read:
3

494.03

4Jfollowing:
5

(1)

of section 49 4. 0 3, Florida

Exempt persons.--This act does not apply to the

Banks, trust companies, savings and loan

6 associations, pension trusts, credit unions, insurance

7 companies, small loan companies, federally licensed small

8 business investment companies.i.__Q£_ ond securities dealers
9 registered under the provisions of s. 517 .12, servicing

lO corporate clients in the normal course of business.

11

Section 2.

l3

494.04

Subsections (1),

(2), and (3) of section

12 494.04, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:

14 solicitors. -15

(1)

Licensing of mortgage brokers and mortgage

No person shall act as a mortgage broker or

16 mortgage solicitor in this state or in, out of, or from

17 offices in this state without a license therefor as provided
18 in this act.
19

(2)

No mortg_age broker's or mortgage solicitor's

20 license shall be granted to any person unless he is who-ho�

2l flee-eieefl a bona fide resident of the state for a period of at
22 least 6 months immediately preceding the date of application

23 for license, and et" wfle is flee a citizen of the United States
� £r has presented a notarized declaration of intention to
1
25 become a United States citizen.
26

(3)

Application for license as mortgage solicitor must

27 be accompanied by the recommendation of the mortgage broker
\
n who is to be applicant's employer and who is to be responsible
�\for applicant's actions.

A mort9age solicitor shall negotiate

30Jmortgi:lge loans onlv for and on bchi:llf of the broker with whom
311he is employed.

2
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Section 3.

Section 494.041, F'lorida Statutes, is

2 created to read:
1
3
494.041 Brokers and solicitors offering mortgages by

41land developers licensed pursuant to the F'lorida Uniform Land

s1Sales Practices Law; requirements; prohibitions.--No mortgage
6lloan which is secured by vacant land registered under the

?iF'lorida Uniform Land Sales Practices Law, chapter 478, shall

s1be sold to a mortgagee, except a financial institution, by a
91mortgage broker or solicitor unless all of the following

101requirements are met:
(1)

11

Each mortgage securing a note or other obligation

121sold or offered for sale shall be eligible for a recordation
131as a first mortgage.
14

(2)

All mortgages negotiated pursuant to this section

1s1must include a mortgagee's title insurance policy or an

l6lopinion of title from an attorney·, who is licensed to practice
111law in this state, on each parcel of land which is described
1s1in the mortgage.

The policy or opinion shall reflect that

l9lthere are no other mortgages on the property.
(3)

�I

Contracts to purchase a mortgage loan shall

211contain, immediately above the purchaser's signature line, the
221 statement in 10 point bold-face type:

"This mortgage is

231secured by vacant land subject to development at a future
�ltime".

This statement shall also be typed or printed in 10

UI

(4)

25IPOint type on the face of the note and mortgage sold.

The most recent assessment for tax purposes made

211by the county property appraiser of each parcel of land
n1described in the mortgage shall be furnished to each

29 lmortgagee.
30

31
3
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(5)

The mortgage broker shall record or cause to be

( 6)

All funds received by the mortgage broker

2 recordcd all mortgages or other similar documents prior to
\
3 delivery of the note and mortgage to the mortgagee.
4

5 pursuant to this section shall promptly be deposited in the

6 broker's trust account where they shall remain until the note
and mortgage are fully executed and recorded.
(7)

8

Willful failure to comply with any of the above

9 provisions shall subject the licensee to the penalties of s.

10 494.05.
11

Section 4.

Paragraph (f) of subsection

(1),

and

12 subsection (4) of section 494.05 , Florida Statutes, are
13 amended to read:
14

lS

494.05
(1)

Denial, suspension or revocation of licenses.--

The department may, upon its motion, or upon the

16 verified complaint in writing of ·any person, investigate the

17 actions of any person engaged in the business or acting in the
1s capacity of a licensee under this act, within this state. The
l
19 license of a licensee may be suspended for a period not
20 exceeding 2 years, or until compliance with a lawful order
21 imposed in the final order of suspension, or both, upon a

22 finding of facts showing that the licensee has been guilty of
23 any of the following:
24

(f )

Failure to place, immediately upon receipt, any

2s1money, fund, deposit, check or draft, entrusted to him by any

�1person dealing with him as a broker, in escrow with an escrow

211agent located and doing business in Florida, pursuant to a
nJwritten agreement, or, to deposit said funds in a trust or

29Jescrow bank account maintained by him with some bank located
30Jand doing business in Florida, wherein said funds shall be

3llkept until the mortgage is recorded or the mortgage brokerage
4
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fee has been earned on the basis that the lender's commitment
21has been received by the mortgage broker according to the same
Jjterms and conditions contained iri the _brokera�reement or
4Jotherwise accepted in ,Hitin<J by th0 mortgagor. The
5jdisbursement procedures herein prescribed shall not supersede
6lthe requirements of s. 494.041 (6) thel'.'eef--:ie-pl'.'eped:7
71tn1thel'.'-:ized.
8

(4)

The department may refuse a license if it

9 determines that an applicant does not meet all requirements of
10 s. 494 .04 or has violated any provision of this chapter,
11 except that any applicant aggrieved by such refusal shall be
12 entitled to a hearing after reasonable notice thereof upon
13 filing a written request for such hearing. No-±±eenee-eho±±-be
14 Stlepended-el'.'-l'.'evoked-e�eept-oftel'.'-o-heol'.'ing-thel'.'eon7-A-eepy-of
15 the-ehel'.'gee-ege-:inst-sueh-±-:ieeneee-ehe±±-be-sel'.'ved-by
16 l'.'eg±stel'.'ed-el'.'-eel'.'t-:if-:ied-ffle-:i±-eddl'.'e99ed-te-the-pl'.'-:ine±re±-p±eee
·17 ef-bue-:ineee--:in-th-:ie-etete-ef-eueh-±ieeneee-el'.'-ee-:id-chel'.'gee-ffloy
is1ee-sel'.'ved--:in-eeeel'.'denee-w-:ith-the-pl'.'ev-:ie-:ien9-ef-ehepte1'.'-4&-e1'.'
191ehoptel'.'-497-�he-ehol'.'ge9-sho±±-stote-the-gl'.'eunde-ef-eomp±o-:int
20 ega-:inet-the-±-:ieeneee-end-ehe±±-des-:ignete-e-dote,-net-±e�e-thon
\
21 �9-deys-fl'.'effl-the-date-on-wh-:ieh-the-eepy-ef-ehel'.'ge9--:ie-mo±±ed
22101'.'-Sel'.'ved-ee-efel'.'ese-:id,-upen-wh-ieh-dete-the-±±eensee-mey-f±±e
23jwl'.'-:itten-enswel'.'-thel'.'ete7-�hel'.'e�ftel'.',-the-depel'.'tment-sha±±-g±ve
24jthe-±-:ieen9ee-et-±east-±O-days�-wl'.'-:itten-net-:iee-e£-the-t-:ime-end
2s1p±eee-e£-the-heel'.'-:iftg7-ff-the-±-:ieensee-fe-:i±s-te-f-:i±e-en-enswel'.'
261te-the-ehel'.'ge9,-the-depel'.'tment-moy-pl'.'eeeed-to-heol'.'-ond
27 cleterm±ne-the-fflottel'.'-en-the-bes±e-ef-off-:idev±te-el'.'--infel'.'met-:ien
\
28 o±l'.'eedy-oppeor±ng--:in--:its-fi±es7-Any-erdel'.'-suepend±ng-er
291revo�-:ing-sueh-±ieense-�ho±±-l'.'eeite-the-grounds-upon-wh±eh-the
JOjSeme--:ie-beeed7-�he-el'.'der-she±±-be-entel'.'ed-upen-the-l'.'eeerde-ef
31Jthe-depel'.'tfflent-end-ehe±±-net-be-effeet±ve-unt-i±-39-deye-aftel'.'
5
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\
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4 lp-loee-ef-bt:1 eine ::i e-;

5

Section 5.

Section 494.051, Florida Statutes, is

61created to read:
494.051 Evidence; examiner's worksheet, investigative
s reports, other related documents.--In any hearing where the

9 financial examiner acting under authority of this act is

10 available for cross-examination, any official written report,

11 worksheet, other related papers, or duly certified copy

l2 thereof, compiled, prepared, drafted or otherwise made by said

1 3 financial examiner after being duly authenticated by said

14 examiner may be admitted as competent evidence upon the oath

15 of said examiner that said worksheet, investigative report, or
16 other related documents were prepared as a result of an

17 examination of the books and records of a mortgage broker or

18 other person conducted pursuant to the authority of this act.
19

Section 6.

21

494.072

20 created to read :

Section 494.072, Florida Statutes, is

Cease and desist orders; refund orders;

22 administrative fines.-\
(1) The department may issue and serve upon any
23

�1mortgage broker a complaint stating charges whenever the

25 !department has reason to believe that the mortgage broker is
u1violating or has violated any provision of this act.

27

(2)

The department is authorized to issue a cease and

nldesist order against any mortgage broker who is violating or

�lhas violated the provisions of this act.

All procedural

30 matters relating to issuance and enforcement of the cease and
\
31
6
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l desist order shall be in accordance with the Administrative
l
2 Procedure Act.
3

(3)

The department may order the refund of any amounts

41assessed and charged on a mortgage loan transaction which
51exceeds the maximum fees and commissions provided by s.

614 9 4 • 0 8 ( 4)

Such order shall be issued in accordance with the

7procedural requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act.

a If the broker fails or refuses to comply with such order

9within 15 days after notice of the entry thereof, such failure

1 oor

refusal shall constitute a violation of this chapter.

The

11 aforesaid remedies are in addition to any other lega,l remedies
12 provided by law in such cases.

13

(4)

The department may impose an administrative fine

14 not to exce:ed $1,000 against any person found to have violated
15 any cease and desist order of the department.

All fines

16 collected under this section shall be paid to the regulatory
17 trust fund under the Division of F'inance of the department.
18

Section 7.

20

494.08

Subsections (3) and (6) of section 494.08,

19 Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
21

(3)

Requirements and prohibitions.--

No person shall charge or exact directly or

22 indirectly from the mortgagor a fee or commission in excess of
23 the maximum fees or commissions as set forth herein. The fee

u

or commission shall include all direct or indirect costs or

25 expenses incidental to the processing and closing of the
� mortgage loan transaction, including but not limited to

27 appraisal fees, abstracting charges from the date of

28 application to date of closing, title insurance premiums, and
� attorneys' fees, but shall not include the cost of state
\
30 intangible taxes, documentary stamps and recording fees

311actually paid to a public official nor shall it include the
7
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1icost of an abstract of title covering the property to be
21mortqa<1ed for the ocr iocl
( 6)

3

rior to the date of application.

No person shall accept a deposit or application

4lfor a mortgage loan ±nvotv±n9-e-pr±ne±pet-��m-of-te�e-thon
51�25 7 999 without delivering to the borrower a statement in
6lwriting setting forth the total maximum costs to be charged,
incurredL or disbursed in connection with processing and
8lclosing the mortgage loan.
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Section 8.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1977.

*****************************************
SENATE SUMMARY
Provides for a notarized statement of intention to become
a U.S. citizen as an alternative to requirement of such
citizenship for licensing as a mortgage broker or
mortgage solicitor. Provides that a mortgage solicitor
only negotiate loans for mortgage brQker with whom he is
employed.
Removes exemption in prohibiting the acceptance of
deposit or mortgage loan application without the delivery
to the borrower of a statement of the total maximum cost
to be charged.
Provides that the brokerage fee or
commission includes abstract charges from date of
application to date of closing. Requirements for a
mortgage loan where the security is vacant land
registered under the Florida Uniform Land Sales Practices
Law are provided.
Provides additional grounds for suspension of a license
while deleting specifications for hearings etc.
Authorizes the Department of Banking and Finance to issue
cease and desist orders, and provides a maximum $1,000
fine for violation of such order. Also authorizes the
department to order the refund of loan transaction
charges which are in excess of authorized charges.
Provides that authenticated worksheets, investigative
reports and other papers of the financial examiner are
competent evidence in any hearing.

27
28
29
30
31
8
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Subject:
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BILL SUMMARY:
Establishes additional requirements for the operation of a mort
gage business. Adds additional penalties for failure to comply.

II.

PURPOSE;
Section 1. This section changes the language of exemption for '
federally licensed small businesses, investment companies or
securities dealers by changing the word "and" to "or".

©@[J)TI
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Section 2. This part corrects language to require persons act
ing as brokers in this state to be licensed. It provides a
person who is not a citizen may become licensed if he files a
declaration. This proposal is taken from existing statutes
which allow for non-citizens to acquire state licenses. It
provides that a mortgage solicitor may be licensed to transact mortgage business for only the broker with whom he is employed.
Section 3. A new section is added to regulate the brokering
of mortgages on land secured by land registered pursuant to the
land sales law, Chapter 478, Florida Statutes, by requiring
each mortgage offered by a broker or solicitor for a land
developer shall be recorded as a first mortgage. All mortgages
must include mortgagee's title insurance or opinion of title.
Contracts in purchase mortgages must state in bold type "This
mortgage is secured by vacant land subject to development at a
future time." The most current tax appraisal by the County
Property Appraisor must be furnished to the investor to give
some indication of property value. It requires all mortgages
to be recorded before delivery of the note and mortgage to
the investor.
This section further provides that all funds received must be
deposited in trust until note and mortgage are executed and
delivered.
Section 4. This section requires funds to be kept in an escrow
account until it can be established that fees are earned by
the broker. Complaints have been received that brokers have
disbursed funds prior to being earned or otherwise authorized
by the person giving funds to the broker. Deleting language
that has been replaced by the APA.
Section 5. Examiner's worksheets and investigative reports are
allowed to be placed into evidence at administrative hearings.
Such evidence has not been admissible under the "hearsay" ob
jection from the rules of evidence.
Section 6. Provisions are made for the issuance of cease and
desist orders on both a regular and emergency basis. This is
intended to stop a broker from operating in cases where irrep
arable harm will be made to the public by allowing a continua
tion of business. The department may order the refund of any
brokerage fee overcharges after giving the licensee an oppor
tunity for a hearing. The department may investigate and de
termine overcharges but has had no authority to order their re
turn to the injured party. It provides funds for recovery of

attorney fees in a suit to recover overc harges. It provides
for the department to impose an administrative fine against
any person found violating any cease and desist order of the
department.
Section 7. This section provides clarification that has pre
viously been in the Rules and Regulations prorating the cost of
abstract charges. These provisions state the cost of abstract
ing from beginning date of the title chain to the date of the
brokerage application shall be born by the borrower. The costs
from the date of application to loan closing would be charged
to the broker. It deletes language limiting brokerage fee
agreements for loans only up to $25,000, thus requiring a
brokerage agreement on all transactions.
Section 8.
III.

Providing an effective date, October 1, 1977.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

YES

X

NO

Economic ImEact on the Public:

Representatives of the G�mptroller's office relate that there
will be additional costs to the broker for the amount of title
insurance premiums or title opinions for some brokers. The
amount of additional costs of title insurance or actions are
not known. There will be some additional costs to the broker
to prepare brokerage agreements on loans over $25,000. Many
brokers already follow this practice and the costs to those
implementing the program �ould be nominal.
Additionally, it is expected that these measures would offer
further protection to mortgage investors.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

Funds for implementation of this act are derived from existing
license and investigation fees; therefore, the fiscal impact upon
the comptrollers office would be limited.
J..V.

COMMENTS
Technical errors - none noted.
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II.

BILL SUMMARY:
The bill changes the definition of mortgage loans to include
any loan secured by collateral which has a mortgage lien
interest in the property and provides a definition for princi
pal mortgage brokers and lenders. The bill creates the Mort
gage Broker Guaranty Fund and provides that the funding for
which will come from an increase in the license fee until the
fund reaches $750,000. The bill provides a procedure for the
recovery from the fund and makes the recovery from the fund
against a license holder prima facie ground for the revocation
of a license. The bill repeals the requirement that the
license holder post a $5,000 bond. The bill requires that
additional information be provided with the mortgage and re
quires that mortgages be recorded. The bill provides felony
penalties for certain fraudulent practices.
PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

Presently claims against any mortgage broker are only pro
tected by the solvency of the broker and the bond of $5,000
posted by that broker.
Criminal penalties for violations under the law at present
are misdemeanors of the second degree.
B.

Effect on Present Situation:

The bill changes the definition of mortgage loan to in
clude: "l\ny loan secured by collateral which has a mortgage
lien interest in the property".
The bill defines principal mortgage broker as the individual
of a corporation or partnership designated as the primary broker
in the application.
The bill creates the Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund. Re
quires the payment of a fee in addition to the existing fee of
$50 to new or renewal fees for mortgage broker license and a
$10 additional fee to new or renewal of mortgage solicitors
licenses. These fees are to be effective until the Fund reaches
$750,000 or if the Fund drops below $500,000.
The proceeds of the Fund are to be distributed to any person
meeting the following conditions:
l. The injured person must have received a valid judgment
against another person;
2. The injured person has a writ of execution issued and
the return of which shows that there are insufficient funds
to satisfy the judgment;
3. The injured party has made a reasonable search to ascer
tain whether the judgment debtor has no other assets and has
discovered no additional assets; and
4. Notice was given to the Department of Banking and Finance
at the time of institution of the action.

Staff Analysis
CS/SB 1172 Senator Barron and Senator W.D. Childers
May 16, 1977
Page Two
The bill repeals subsection (12) of section 494.04 which
deletes the requirement for a $5,000 surety bond as a condi
tion of doing business.
In such event, the Fund is authorized to pay $10,000 or
$50,000 on an aggregate claim.
Any payment from the Fund in settlement of a claim against
a license holder constitutes a prima facie ground for the re
vocation of his license.
The bill amends section 494.08 to add:
1. That each mortgage have a copy of a title insurance
policy or title opinion attached;
2.

Each mortgage must be recorded;

3. Each mortgage other than first mortgages must show the
balance owed on existing superior mortgages,
The bill makes any person involved in a violation of this
chapter civilly liable for damages.
Nothing in the act is to be construed as limiting statutory
or civil law remedies.
The bill makes the following provisions third degree fel
onies:
1.

To knowingly or willfully employ any device to defraud;

2.

To engage in any transaction which operates as a fraud;

3. The covering up or concealment of any scheme or fraudu
lent practices; and
4. The failure to deposit to the escrow account any funds
immediately received by a broker.
III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

YES: X

NO:

Economic ImEact on the Public:

During the time that surety bonds have been required there
have been 89 claims amounting to more than $527,455.27.
$342,390.76 of that amount represents claims other than those
resulting from the "14%" land fraud mortgages sold during
1971-1975. The exact amount of these claims paid by the bond
ing companies has not been determined, but it has been veri
fied that $45,226.17 has been paid. Also, there are cases
still in litigation. A number of the aforementioned claims
exceed the $5,000 bond limit. The cost of the bond has ranged
from $50 per year to $75.00. Considering an average cost of
$62.50 per year with approximately 2,000 brokers licensed, the
bond premium runs $125,000 per year. By applying this annual
premium for 19 years that the bond was required, the premium
is estimated to have been $2,375,000. The guaranty fund pro
vides for a contribution of $50 per year for the primary broker
and $10 for each additional broker or solicitor. In estimating
approximately 2,000 primary brokers per year, plus 2,000 addi
tional brokers or solicitors, the revenue to the guaranty fund
would be $120,000 per year. The establishment of a guaranty
fund would affect the bonding industry. It should not have
any effect on any other industry. It is believed that in time,

Staff Analysis
CS/SB 1172 Senator Barron and Senator W. D. Childers
May 16, 19 77
Page Three
substantial savings can be realized by the mortgage brokerage
industry. When the guaranty fund reaches $750,000 no further
amounts will be required until the fund falls below $500,000.
The interest earned by the fund should also reduce costs to
the industry while at the same time providing a higher claim
amount for injured parties. In addition to the Florida Real
Estate Commission having this type of fund, the Florida Bar
has a recovery fund as well as 17 other states having such
programs. There should be no additional financial burden
placed on the public.
There would be additional costs to the borrower and some
times to a lender for title insurance or opinions. Most trans
actions include such documentation at the present time and it
is the marginal transactions that are expected to be covered
to protect the investing public. A waiver signed by the investor
eliminates the required items and saves the expense if they are
not needed.
The costs involved would run about 1% for the
title insurance or opinions. In cases where mortgages must be
recorded, the charge will average $10 per mortgage.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or__��torcing Agencies:
There would be minimal fiscal impact upon the Department.

IV.

COMMENTS:
None
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reproduced

A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to the Mortgage Brokerage Act;

3

amending ss. 494.02(2), 494.071(2), 494.10,

4

Florida Statutes; adding ss. 494.05(1)(j),

5

494.08(8)-(10), Florida Statutes; creating ss.

6

494.042-494.045 , 494.091-494.093, Florida

7

Statutes; redefining "mortgage loan"; providing

8

for the establishment of a Mortgage Brokerage

9

Guaranty Fund; providing for funding from

10

additional license and renewal fees paid by

11

mortgage brokers and solicitors; providing

12

conditions giving rise to recovery from such

13

fund; providing for payment from fund;

14

providing for investment of funds; providing

15

that failure to issue satisfaction of mortgage

16

when funds are not disbursed to the mortgagor

17

is grounds for suspension of license; providing

18

for court-appointed receiver upon application

19

of the Department of Banking and Finance;

20 I

Serles

_ requiring delivery of a title insurance policy,

21

opinion of title, or title letter unless waived

22

by lender; requiring mortgages -0r instruments

23

securing notes to be recorded before delivery

24

to permanent lender unless waived; requiring a

25

statement of balance owed on existing mortgages

26

with delivery of a mortgage or instrument

27

securing a note to certain lenders; prescribing

28

liability of directors, officers, or agents who

29

participate in unlawful transactions; providing

30

for statutory and common-law remedies;

31

prohibiting certain fraudulent practices;

u
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2
3
4
5
6

providing a penalty; revising other penalties

under chapter 494, Florida Statutes; repealing
s. 494.04(12), Florida Statutes, relating to
surety bonds required of mortgage brokers;

providing an effective date.

7 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
8

9

Section 1.

Subsection (2) of section 494.02, Florida

lOIStatutes, is amended to read:

494.02 Definition of terms.--In this act unless the
11
1
12 context or subject matter otherwise requires:
13

( 2)

"Mortgage loan" means any loan secured by a

14lmortgage on real property or any loan secured bv collateral
15lwhich has a mortqaqe lien interest in real propertr.

16

Section 2.

181

494.042

Sections 494.042, 494.043, 494.044, and

171494.045, Florida Statutes, are created to read:

191

(1)

Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund.--

Effective September 1, 1977, the Treasurer shall

�!establish a Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund.

A fee of $50

21 per license year shall be added to the license fee for both

22 new licenses and renewal of licenses by brokers and a fee of
n $10 per license year shall be added to the license fee for

M both new licenses and renewal of licenses by solicitors and
� additional brokers.

This fee shall be in addition to the

� regular license fee and shall be transferred to or deposited
Vin the Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund.

If the fund at any

� time exceeds $750,000, collection of special fees for this

� fund shall be discontinued at the end of that license year,

30 and such special fees shall not be reimposed unless the fund
31

2
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llis reduced below $500,000 by disbursement made in accordance
2lwith s. 494.044.
3

(2)

The Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund shall be

4ldisbursed as provided in s. 494.044, upon approval by the
5 Division of Finance of the Department of Banking and Finance,
\
6 to any person who is adjudged by a court of competent
?!jurisdiction to have suffered monetary damages as a result of
Slany of the following acts committed by a mortgage broker or
9lmortgage solicitor who was licensed under this chapter at the
lOltime the act was committed:
11

(a)

A violation of any provision of this chapter.

12

(bl

Making any false promises likely to influence,

13lpersuade, or induce or pursuing a course of misrepresentation
l4lor false promises through agents.
15

(cl

Misrepresentation, circumvention, or concealment

16 by the licensee through whatever subterfuge or device of any
17 of the material particulars or the nature thereof, regarding a
18 transaction to which he is a party, and of injury to another
19 party thereto.
20

(d)

Failure to disburse funds in accordance with

21 lagreements.
22

(e)

Failure to account or deliver to any person any

23lpersonal property, such as money, fund, deposit, check, draft,
24

mortgage, or other document or thing of value, which has come

25

into his hands and which is not his property or which he is

26

not in law or equity entitled to retain, under the

27 circumstances and at the time which has been agreed upon or is
� required by law or, in the absence of a fixed time, upon
\
� demand of the person entitled to such accounting and delivery.
30

(f)

Failure to place, immediately upon receipt, any

311money, fund, deposit, check, or draft entrusted to him by a
3
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llperson dealing with him as a broker in escrow with an escrow

2lagent located and doing business in this state, pursuant to a

3lwritten agreement, or to deposit said funds in a trust or

4lescrow bank account maint ained by him with a bank located and

Sldoing business in this state, wherein said funds shall be kept
6luntil disbursement thereof is properly authorized.
71

494.043

Conditions for recovery.--Any person shall be

Bleligible to seek recovery from the Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty

91Fund if:

10

(1)

Such person has received final judgment in a court

lllof competent jurisdiction in this state in any action wherein
12lthe cause of action was based on s. 494.042(2);
13

(2)

Such person has caused to be issued a writ of

14lexecution upon such judgment and the officer executing the
15lsame has made a return showing that no personal or real

16lproperty of the judgment debtor liable to be levied upon in

l7 satisfaction of the judgment can be found or that the amount
l
18 realized on the sale of the judgment debtor's property
19lpursuant to such execution was insufficient to satisfy the

Wljudgment;
211

(3)

Such person has made all reasonable searches and

22linquiries to ascertain whether the judgment debtor possesses
n real or personal property or other assets subject to being

24 sold or applied in satisfaction of the judgment and by his
� search he has discovered no property or assets or he has

U discovered property and assets and has taken all necessary

TI action and proceedings for the application thereof to the

� judgment but the amount thereby realized was insuf ficient to
� satisfy the judgment;

30
31

4
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(4)

Such person has applied any amounts recovered from

2 the judgment debtor or from any other source, to the damages
3 awarded by the court;
4

(5)

Such person, at the time the action was

Slinstituted, gave notice thereof to the department by certified

6 mail; and
l
7
(f)

The act for which recovery is sought occurred on

101

Any person who meets all of the conditions

B or after September 1, 1977.
l
9
494.044 Payment from the fund.-(1)

11 prescribed in s. 494.043 may apply to the department for

12 payment to be made to such person from the Mortgage Brokerage
13Guaranty Fund in the amount equal to the unsatisfied portion

14lof such person's judgment or $10,000, whichever is less, but
15lonly to the extent and amount reflected in the judgment as
16lbeing actual or compensatory damages.

17

(2)

Upon receipt by the claimant of the payment from

18 the Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund, the claimant shall
19 assign any additional right, title, and interest in the

W judgment, to the extent of such payment, to the department.

21

(3)

Payments for claims shall be limited in the

22 aggregate to $50,000, regardless of the number of claimants
n involved, against any one mortgage broker or mortgage
� solicitor.

If the total claims exceed the aggregate limit of

� $50,000, the department shall prorate the payment based in the

26lratio that the person's claim bears to the total claims filed.
27

(4)

If at any time the money in the Mortgage Brokerage

�!Guaranty Fund is insufficient to satisfy any valid claim or
� portion thereof, the department shall satisfy such unpaid

30 claim or portion thereof as soon as a sufficient amount of

31 money has been deposited in or transferred to the fund.
5

When
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llthere is more than one unsatisfied claim outstanding, such
2lclaims shall be paid in the order in which the claims were
3lfiled with the department.
41

(5)

All payments and disbursements made from the

5\Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund shall be made by the
6\Treasurer upon a voucher signed by the Comptroller, as head of
lithe department, or such agent as he may designate.
8

(6)

The payment of any amount from the Mortgage

91Brokerage Guaranty Fund in settlement of a claim or in
lOlsatisfaction of a judgment against a licensee shall constitute
lllprima facie grounds for the revocation of the license of such
12llicensee.
13

494.045

Investments of the fund.--The funds of the

141Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund shall be invested by the
15�reasurer under the same limitations as other state funds, and
16 the interest earned thereon shall be deposited to the credit
17 of the fund and available for the same purpose as other moneys
18 deposted in the Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund.
19

Section 3.

Paragraph

(j)

is added to subsection (1) of

W section 494.05, Florida Statutes, to read:
21
22

494.05
(1)

Denial, suspension or revocation of licenses.-

The department may, upon its motion, or upon the

23 verified complaint in writing of any person, investigate the
� actions of any person engaged in the business or acting in the
25 capacity of a licensee under this act, within this state. The
� license of a licensee may be suspended for a period not
V exceeding 2 years, or until compliance with a lawful order
� imposed in the final order of suspension, or both, upon a
� finding of facts showing that the licensee has been guilty of
30 any of the following:
31
6
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( j)

Failure to issue a satisfaction of mortgage when

2 the mortgage has been executed and proceeds were not disbursed
3 to the benefit of the mortgagor.
4

Section 4.

Subsection ( 2) of section 494.071, Florida

5 Statutes, is amended to read:
6

494.071

7

(2)

Injunction to restrain violations.--

Whenever the-depertment-�ho±±-ee±ie¥e-£rom

8 �����£eetor�-e¥�6enee-�het any such person has engaged 2!..:, is
9 engaged or is about to engage in any of the practices or
10l transactions which would be fraudulent and inconsistent with
the intent of this chapter, or acts ��-ne�ot�ot�n�-eny
'�-E-e�a�ee in violation of this chapter, or is acting as a

l broker or solicitor without being duly registered as provided
t in this chapter, the department may, in addition to any other
, remedies, by its own counsel bring action in the name and on
, behalf of the state against such person and any other person
concerned in or in any way participating in or about to
I participate in such fraudulent practices or acting in
1 violation of this chapter, to enjoin such person from
2 l continuing such fraudulent practices or engaging therein or
2 I doing any act in furtherance thereof or in violation of this
22 chapter.

In addition to all other means provided by law for

23 the enforcement of any temporarv restraining order, temporary
24 injunction, or permanent injunction issued in anv such court
5 proceedings, the court shall have the power and jurisdiction,
6 upon application of the department, to impound and to appoint
7 a receiver for the property, assets, and business of the
8 defendant, including, but not limited to, the books, records,
9 documents, and papers appertaining thereto. Such receiver,
iO when appointed and qualified, shall have all powers and duties

11 as to custody, collection, administration

winding ue, and

7
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liguidation of said r2ror2erty and business as shall from time
2

to time be conferred upon him by the court. In any such

3

action, the court may issue orders and decrees staying all

4

Eending suits and enjoining any further suits affecting the

5 receiver's custody or r2ossession of such eror2erty, assets, and
6

business, or, in its discretion, may, with the consent of the

7

Eresiding judge of the circuit, reguire that all such suits be

8

assigned to the judge a22ointing such receiver.

9
10
11
12

Section 5.

Subsections (8) ,

(9) , and (10) are added to

section 494.08, Florida Statutes, to read:
494.08

(8)

Requirements and prohibitions.--

Each mortgage negotiated r2ursuant to this char2ter

13

shall include, with a COf2Y delivered to the lender, a

14

mortgagee's title insurance policy or an oeinion of title from
an attorney who is licensed to r2ractice law in th is state, or
a title letter from a title company authorized to do business
in this state, unless waived in writing bv the lender, on the
land which is described in the mortgage. The policy, or2inion,
or title letter shall reflect the prioritv of the mortgage.

20

( 9)

Each mortgage or instrument securing a note shall,

2

unless waived in writin9 bv the lender, be recorded before

2'

being de 1 ivered to a permanent lender.

2

(10)

Each mortgage or instrument securin9 a note

2

delivered to a lender on other than a first mortgage shall be

2

accomr2anied by a statement showing the balance owed bv the

2,

mortgagor on any existing mortgages r2rior to this investment.

2

The erovisions of this subsection shall not aof2ly to mortgages

28

insured by an agency of the Federal Government.

29)
3

Section 6.

Sections 494.091, 494.092, and 494.093,

Florida Statutes, are created to read:
8
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494.091

Liability in case of unlawful transaction.--In

2 the event a mortgage transaction is made in violation of any
3 of the provisions of this chapter, the person making the

4 transaction and every director, officer, or agent who has

5\personally participated in making the transaction, shall be
6\jointly and severally liable to the lender in an action for
7\damages incurred by the lender.

8\

494.092

Statutory or common-law remedies.--Nothing in

9 this chapter shall limit any statutory or common-law right of
1
10 any person to bring any action .in any court for any act

11\involved in the mortgage business, or the right of the state
12\to punish any person for any violation of any law.
13\

494.093

Prohibited practices.--It is unlawful, and a

14\violation of the provisions of this chapter, for any person:
15

(1)

In any practice or transaction or course of

16 b usiness relating to the sale, purchase, negotiation,

17 promotion, advertisement, or hypothecation of mortgage

18 transactions, including any transaction consummated by parties
19 under the provisions of s. 494.03, directly or indirectly:
W

(a)

To knowingly or willingly employ any device,

22

(bl

To engage in any transaction, practice, or course

21 scheme, or artifice to defraud; or

n of business which operates as a fraud upon any person in

24 connection with the purchase or sale of any mortgage loan.
25

(2)

In any matter within the jurisdiction of the

�\department, to knowingly and willfully falsify, conceal, or

27\cover up, by any trick, scheme, or device, a material fact, or
n\make any false or fraudulent statement or rep resentation, or

� make or use any false writing or document, knowing the same to
30 contain any false or fraudulent statement or entry.
31

9
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Section 7.

Section 494.10, Florida Statutes, is

21amended to read:
494.10

3

fil

4

Penalties.--

Whoever violates any of the provisions of this

5lchapter, except as provided in subsection (2), is ee�-6fie±±-Be
6lguilty of a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as
7lprovided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083, and each violation of
8lthis chapter shall constitute a separate offense.
9

(2)

Whoever violates any provision of s. 494.093,

lOlfails to comply with the requirements of s. 494.05(1) (f)

or

llloffers to neqotiate a mortqaqe loan without beinq licensed as
12lrequired by this chapter is guiltv of a felony of the third
13ldegree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or
14 Is. 77 5. o 84 .
Section 8.

15

Subsection (12) of section 494.04, Florida

161Statutes, is hereby repealed.
17

Section 9.

This act shall take effect September 1,

1811977.
19

I

20

*****************************************

21

SENATE SUMMARY

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Amends the Mortgage Brokerage Act to:
(1) Create a Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund in State
Treasury, to be financed by additional license and renewal
fees paid by brokers and solicitors. Provides that persons
who have been adjudged to have suffered damages as a result
of certain wrongful acts committed by licensed brokers or
solicitors are entitled to recover the unsatisfied portion
of the judgment, up to $10,000, from the fund u�on meeting
certain conditions. Payment for claims are limited in the
aggregate to $50,000 against any one broker or solicitor.
Makes payment from the fund prima facie grounds for
revocation of license. Authorizes investment of funds by
Treasurer.
(2) Redefine "mortgage loan" to include a loan secured
by collateral which has a mortgage lien interest in real
property.
(3) Delete bonding requirements for mortgage brokers.

31
10
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21
31
41
51
61
71
81
91
101
11

Provide that failure to issue a satisfaction of
(4)
mortgage when funds are not disbursed to the mortgagor is a
ground for suspension of license.
(5) Provide for a court-appointed receiver upon
application of the Department of Banking and Finance.
(6) Require a title insurance policy, opinion of
title, or title letter to be delivered to mortgagee unless
waived in writing by the lender.
(7) Require mortgage or instrument securing a note to
be recorded before delivering to permanent lender unless
waived in writing.
(8) Require a statement of balance owed on existing
mortgages to accompany delivery of mortgages, other than
first mortgages, or instruments securing notes.
(9) Provide that directors, officers, or agents who
personally participate in unlawful transactions are jointly
and severally liable to lender.
(10) Prohibit certain fraudulent practices.
(11) Provide a third degree felony penalty for
specified violations of chapter.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
11
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A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to the Mortgage Brokerage Act;

3

amending ss. 494.02(2), 494.071(2), 494.10,

4

Florida Statutes; adding ss. 494.05 (1) (j),

5

494.08 (8)-(10), Florida Statutes; creating ss.

6

494.042-494.045, 494.091-494.093, Florida
s. 494.02, Florida Statutes, adding subsections

9

(8) and (9), defining "principal mortgage

10

broker" and "lender"; providing for the

11

establishment of a Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty

12

Fund; providing for funding from additional

13

license and renewal fees paid by mortgage

14

brokers and solicitors; providing conditions

15

giving rise to recovery from such fund;

16

providing for payment from fund; providing for

17

investment of funds; providing that failure to

18

issue satisfaction of mortgage when funds are

19

not disbursed to the mortgagor is grounds for

20

suspension of license; requiring delivery of a

21

title insurance policy, opinion of title, or

22

title letter unless waived by lender; requiring

23

m ortgages or instruments securing notes to be

24

recorded before delivery to permanent lender

25

unless waived; requiring a statement of balance

26

owed on, and status of, existing mortgages with

27

delivery of a mortgage or instrument securing a

28

note to certain lenders; prescribing liability

29

o f directors, officers, or agents who

30

participate in unlawful transactions; providing

31

for statutory and common-law remedies;

sehes

1
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prohibiting certain fraudulent practices;

2

providing a penalty; revising other penalties

4

s. 494.04 (12), Florida Statutes, relating to

3
5

6

7

under chapter 494, Florida Statutes; repealing
surety bonds required of mortgage brokers;
providing an effective date.

81Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
9

10

Section l.

Subsection (2) of section 494.02, Florida

11 Statutes, is amended and subsections (8) and (9) are added to
12 said section to read:

13

494.02

Definition of terms.--In this act unless the

14 I context or subj ect matter otherwise requires:
15

( 2)

"Mortgage loan" means any loan secured by a

18

( 8)

"Princieal mo rt<],rne broker" rneans an individual,

21

w

"Lender" means any oerson who either lends or

23

Section 2.

25

494.042

16 mortgage on real property or any loan secured by collateral
\
17 which hes a mo rtqage lien interest in r0al orooertv.

19 officer of a �or.:ition or cnember of a oortnershiri desiqnated
1
20 a s the ,ir i mil r y b r o k e r in the arip 1 i c il tion .

22 I i nvests money in mo r tgilge 1 o ans .

Sections 494.042, 494.043, 494.044, and

24 494.045, Florida Statutes, are created to read:
26

(1)

Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund.--

Effective September 1, 1977, the Treasurer shall

27 establish a Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund.

A fee of $50

28 per license year shall be added to the license fee for both

29 new licenses and renewal of licenses of a principal mortgage

30 broker and a fee of $10 per license year shall be added to the
3l 1icense fee for both new licenses and renewal of licenses by
2
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solicitors and additional brokers.

This fee shall be in

2 a ddition to the regular license fee and shall be transferred

3 to or deposited in the Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund.

If

4 t he fund at any time exceeds $750,000, collection of special

5 fees for this fund shall be discontinued at the end of that
6 license year, and such special fees shall not be reimposed

unless the fund is reduced below $500,000 by disbursement made

81in accordance with s. 494.044.
9

(2)

The Mortgage Brokerage Gua ranty Fund shall be

10 disbursed as provided in s. 494.044, upon approval by the

11 Division of Finance of the Department of Banking and Finance,

12 to any person who is adjudged by a court of competent

13 jurisdiction to have suffered moneta ry damages as a result of

14lany of the following acts committed by a mortgage broker or

15lmortgage solicitor who was licensed under this chapter at the

16ltime the act was committed:

17

(a)

18

(b)

A violation of any provision of this chapter.

Making any false promises likely to influence,

19 persuade, or induce or pursuing a course of misrepresentation

W or false promises through agents.

21

(c)

Misrepresentation, circumvention, or concealment

22 by the licensee through whatever subterfuge or device of any

23 of the material pa rticula rs or the nature thereof, regurding a
24 t ransaction to which he is a party, and of injury to another
25 party thereto.
26

(d)

Failure to disburse funds in accordance with

28

(el

Failure to account or deliver to any person any

27 agreements.

29 personal property, such as money, fund, deposit, check, dra ft,
� mortgage, or other document or thing of value, which has come
31 into his hands and which is not his property or which he is
3
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not in law or equity entitled to retain, under the
2 circumstances and at the time which has been agreed upon or is
3 required by law or, in the absence of a fi xed time, upon
4ldemand of the person entitled to such accounting and delivery.
5

(f)

Failure to place, immediately upon receipt, any

6 money, fund, deposit, check, or draft ent rusted to him by a
7 person dealing with him as a broker in escrow with an escrow
8 agent located and doing business in this state, pursuant to a
9 written agreement, or to deposit said funds in a trust or
10 escrow account maintained by him with a bank or savings and
11 loan association located and doing business in this state,
12 wherein said funds shall be kept until disbursement thereof is
13 p roperly authorized.
14

494.043

Conditions for recovery.--Any person shall be

15 eligible to seek recovery from the �\ortgage Brokerage Guaranty
161Fund if:
17

( 1)

Such person has received final judgment in a court

18 of com petent jurisdiction in this state in any action wherein
19 the cause of action was based on s. 494.042(2);
20

(2)

Such person has caused to he issued a writ of

21 execution upon such judgment and the officer executing the
22 same has made a return showing that no personal or real
23 p roperty of the judgment debtor liable to be levied upon in
24 satisfaction of th e judgment can be found or that the amount
B realized on the sale of the judgment debtor's property
% pursuant to such execution was insuf ficient to satisfy the
27 judgment;
28

(3)

Such person has made all reasonable searches and

� in quiries to ascertain whether the judgment debtor possesses
30 real or personal property or other assets subject to being
3l sold or applied in satisfaction of the judgment and by his
4
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search he has discovered no property or assets or he has
2 discovered property and assets and has taken all necessary
3 action and proceedings for the application thereof to the
4 judgment but the amount thereby realized was insufficient to
5 satisfy the judgment;
6

(4)

Such person has applied any amounts recovered from

7 t he judgment debtor or from any other source, to the damages
8 awarded by the court;
9

(5)

Such person, at the time the action was

10 instituted, gave notice thereof to the department by certified
11 mail; and
12

(6)

The act for which recovery is sought occurred on

13 or after September 1, 1 977.
14

494. 0 44

15

(l)

Payment from the fund.--

Any person who meets al 1 of the conditions

16 prescribed in s. 494. 0 43 may apply to the department for
17 payment to be made to such person from the Mortgage Brokerage
18 Guaranty Fund in the amount equal to the unsotisfied portion
19 of such person's judgment or $1 0, 000, whichever is less, but
20 only to the extent and amount reflected in the judgment as
21
22
23

being actuol or compensatory damages.
(2)

Upon receipt by the claimant of the payment from

t he Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund, the claimant shall

24 assign any additional right, title, and interest in the
25 I j udgment, to the extent of such payment, to the department.
26

( 3)

Payments for claims shall be limited in the

V aggregate to $50,000, regardless of the number of claimants
3 i nvolved, against any one mortgage broker or mortgage
� solicitor.

If the total claims exceed the aggregate limit of

30 $50 , 000, the department shall prorate the payment based in the
31 ratio that the person's claim bears to the total claims filed.
5
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If at any time the money in the Mortgage Brokerage

2 Guaranty Fund is insufficient to satis fy any valid claim or
1
3 portion thereof, the department shall satis fy such unpaid
4lclaim or portion thereof as soon as a su f ficient amount of
5lmoney has been deposited in or trans fer red to the fund.

When

6lthere is more than one unsatis fied claim outstanding, such

claims shall be paid in the order in which the claims were

8 filed with the department.
9

(5)

All payments and disbursements made from the

10 Mortgage [lrokerage Guaranty Fund shall be made by the

11 Treasurer upon a voucher signed by the Compt roller, as head of
12 t he department, or such agent as he may designate.
13

(6)

The payment of any amount from the Mortgage

14 Brokerage Guaranty Fund in settlement of a claim or in

15 satis faction of a judg�ent against a licensee shall constitute
16 p rima facie grounds for the revocation of the license of such
17 1 icensee.
18

494.045

Investments of the fund.--The funds of the

19 Mortgage Elrokerage Guaranty Fund shall be invested by the

20 T reasurer under the same limitations as other state funds, and
21 t he interest earned thereon shall be deposited to the credit

22 of the fund and available for the same purpose as other moneys
23 deposted in the Mortgage 8rokerage Guaranty fund.
24

Section 3.

U

494.05

Parag raph (j) is added to subsection (1) of

25 section 494.05, Florida Statutes, to read:
27

( 1)

Denial, suspension or revocation of licenses.--

The department may, upon its motion, or upon the

28 verified complaint in writing of any pers on, investigate the

29 actions of any person engaged in the business or acting in the
� capacity of a licensee under this act, within this state. The
31 license of a licensee may be suspended for a period not
6
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exceeding 2 years, or until compliance with a lawful order
2 imposed in the final order of suspension, or both, upon a
3 f inding of facts showing that the licensee has been guilty of
4 any of the following:
5

(j)

Failure to issue a satisfaction of mortgage when

6 t he mortgage has been executed and nroceeds were not disbursed
7 to the benefit of the mortrpgor and when the mortgagor has
8 fully paid the mortqaqe broker's costs and commission.
9

Section 4.

Subsection (2) of section '194.071, Florida

10 Statutes, is amended to read:
11

494.071

12

( 2)

Injunction to restrain violations.--

Whenever the-del:"t1!."tment-shtd:r-ber±e'fe--fr-om

13 sat±�factor-y-e'f±dence-thot any such person has engaged�, is
14lengaged or is about to engage in any of the practices or
151 t ransactions which would be fraudulent and inconsistent with
16 t he intent of this chapter, or acts ±s-Megot±1it±n<:J-t1ny
17 mor-tgoges in violation of this chapter, or is acting as a
18 broker or solicitor without being duly registered as provided
19 in this chapter, the department may, in addition to any other
20 remedies, by its own counsel bring action in the name and on
21 behalf of the state ag.:iinst such person and any other person
22 concerned in or in any way participatin(J in or about to
23 participate in such fraudulent practices or acting in
24 violation of this chapter, to enjoin such person from
25 continuing such fraudulent practices or engaging therein or
� doing any act in furtherance thereof or in violation of this
\
27 c hapter.
28

Section 5.

Subsections ( 8),

(9), and (10) are added to

29 section 494.08, F'lorida Statutes, to read:
30

4 94.08

Requirements and prohibitions.--

31
7
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Each mortgage negotiated pursuant to this

Chapter

2 s hall incl ude, with a copy delivered to the lender, a
3 m ortgagee's titlc insurance policy or an opinion of title from
4 a n attor ney who is li censed to practice law in this statte,
5 unless waived in writing by the lender, on the land w hicch is
6 des cribed in the mortgage.

The nolicy or opinion shall

reflect the priority of the mortgage.
8

( 9)

Each mortaage or instrument securing a note shall ,

9 unless waived in w riting by the lender, be recorded bef,ore
10 being delivered to a permanent lende r.
11

( 10)

Each mortaaae or instrume nt securing a note

12 delivered to a lender on other than a first mortgage shal 1 be
13 accomnanied by a statement showing the balance owed b�
14 mortgagor on any existing mortgages nrior to this inv, tment
15 a nd the status of such existing mortgaqes.

The provisions of

16 this subsection sha 11 not aGply to ;;iortganes insur� an
17 agency of the fede ral Government.
18

9 3,
I

2

on.--In

2

of any

2

e

'

has
2

11 be
n for
hi ng in

2:

ight of

I

t
state

)

3 I t o punis h any pers on for any violation of any law.

8
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494.093

Prohibited practices.--It is unlawful, and a

2lviolation of the provisions of this chapter, for any person:
3

( 1)

In any practice or trunsaction or course of

4lbusiness relating to the sale, purchase, negotiation,
Slpromotion, advertisement, or hypothecation of mortgage
6lt ransactions, including any transaction consummated by parties
under the provisions of s. 494.03, directly or indirectly:
8

(a)

To knowingly or willingly employ any device,

9lscheme, or artifice to def raud; or
10

(b)

To engage in any transaction, practice, or course

lllof business which operates as a fraud upon any person in
l2lc onnection with the purchase or sale of any mortgage loan.
13

( 2)

In any matter within the jurisdiction of the

l4ldepartment, to knowingly and will fully falsify, conceal, or
l5lcover up, by any trick, scheme, or device, a material fact, or
16lmake any false or fraudulent statement or representation, or
17 lmake or use any false writing or document, knowing the same to
lBlcontain any false or fraudulent statement or entry.
19

Section 7.

Section 494.10, florida Statutes, is

Wlamended to read:
21
22

494.10

ill

Penalties.--

Whoever violates any of the provisions of this

23 I ch apte r , ex c e o t as prov id ed in subsec t ion ( 2 ) ,

is o et -sh� l :l:- - be

24lguilty of il misdeme.:inor of the scconcl degree, punishable .:is
25lprovided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083, and eac h violation of
Ulthis chapte r shall constitute a separate offense.
27

( 2)

Whoever violates anv orovision of s. 494.093,

281 fails to comely with the req�irerncnts of s. 494.05 (1) (f), or
29loffers to negotiate .:i mortgage loan for compensation without
30\bein�cnsed as required by this chapter is guilty of �
31
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felony of the third degree, p�nishable as provided in s.

21775.082L_§• 775.083, ors. 775.084.
Section 8.

Subsection (12) of section 494.04, Florida

Section 9.

This act shall take effect September 1,

41Statutes, is hereby repealed.
5

611977.
8

9

10
11

12

13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23
24

25

26
27

28

29

30
31
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2.

3.

Amend. or cs Attached
Subject:

Bill No. and Sponsor;
CS/SB 1172

Senators Barron & Childers

REFERENCES :
I.

Mortgage Brokerage Act.

Commerce

BILL SUMMARY:
Amends various provisions of the Mortgage Brokerage Act.

II.

PURPOSE:
A.
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Present Situation:

The first section by amending section 494.02, Florida Statutes,
relates to a change of a definition and has a limited impact by
bringing mortgage loan transactions within the act that are a
lien on collateral that has a security interest in real pro
perty. It defines principal mortgage broker as the person desig
nated as the primary broker in the application and a lender as
a person who either lends or invests money in mortgage loans.
Section two and eight by creating sections 494.042, 494.043,
494.044 and 494.045 and repealing subsection (12) of section 494.
04, delete the requirement for a $5,000 surety bond and provide
for a recovery guaranty fund similar to the fund established
last year for the Florida Real Estate Commission. The surety
bond has been a requirement for each primary broker since 1959.
Section three requires that when a mortgage has been recorded
and the loan is not closed or funds haven't been disbursed to
the borrower and when the mortgagor has fully paid the mortgage
broker's costs and commission, a satisfaction must be recorded.
The provision replaces an administrative rule recently rescinded
because of lack of statutory authority.
Section four makes minor technical changes.
Section five provides for a title insurance;,policy or title
opinion and a notice with second mortgages of existing balances
owed and the status by a borrower to be furnished to a lender un
less a waiver is signed. Mortgages must be recorded.
Section six makes provision to hold officers, directors or agents
liable to lenders for any violations of the act by the broker's
employees.
Section six also provides that the Mortgage Brokerage Act shall
not prohibit a person from bringing his own action in addition
to that of a state agency.
In addition, section six sets forth prohibited practices relating
to fraud, deceit, concealment or falsifying in mortgage loan
transactions.
Section seven increases the penalties from a misdemeanor to a
felony for the more serious violations of the act.

III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

YES

X

NO

Economic Im£act on the Public:

During the time that surety bonds have been required there have
been 89 claims in excess of $527,455.27.
$342,390.76 of the amount
represents claims other than those resulting from the ''14%"
land fraud mortgages sold during 1971-1975. The exact amount
of these claims paid by the bonding companies has not been deter
mined, but it has been verified that $45,226.17 has been paid.

• .SB 1:12

Also, there are cases still in litigation. A number of the
aforementioned claims exceed the $5,000 bond limit. The cost
of the bond has ranged from $50 per year to $75.00. Considering
an average cost of $62.50 per year with approximately 2,000
brokers licensed, the bond premium runs $125,000 per year. By
applying this annual premium for 19 years that the bond was re
quired, the premium is estimated to have been $2,375,000. The
guaranty fund provides for a contribution of $50 per year for the
primary broker and $10 for each �dditional broker or solicitor.
In estimating approximately 2,000 primary brokers per year,
plus 2,000 additional brokers or solicitors, the revenue to the
guaranty fund would be $120,000 per year. The establishment of
a guaranty fund would affect the bonding industry. It should
not have any effect on any other industry. It is believed that
in time, substantial savings can be·realized by the mortgage
brokerage industry. When the guaranty fund reaches $750,000 no
further amounts will be required until the fund falls below $500,
000. The interest earned by the fund should also reduce costs
to the industry while at the same time providing a higher claim
amount for injured parties. In addition to the Florida Real
Estate Commission having this type of fund, the Florida Bar has
a recovery fund as well as 17 other states having such programs.
There should be no additional financial burden placed on the
public.
There would be additional costs to the borrower and sometimes to
a lender for title insurance or opinions. Most transactions in
clude such documentation at the present time and it is the mar
ginal transactions that are expected to be covered to protect
the investing public. A waiver signed by the investor eliminates
the required items and saves the expense if they are not needed.
The costs involved would run about 1% for the title insurance or
opinions. In cases where mortgages must be recorded, the charge
will average $10 per mortgage.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

There would be minimal fiscal impact upon the Department.
IV.

COMMENTS:
Technical errors - none noted.
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Amend. or CS Attached
Subject:

Bill No. and Sponsor:
SB 1172

Senators Barron & Childers

REFERENCES :
I.

Mortgage Brokerage Act

Commerce

BILL SUMMARY:
Amends various provisions of the Mortgage Brokerage Act.

II.

PURPOSE:
A.

Present Situation:

The first section by amending section 494.02, Florida Statutes,
relates to a change of a definition and has a limited impact
by bringing mortgage loan transactions within the act that are
a lien on collateral that has a security interest in real
property.
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Section two and eight by creating sections 494.042, 494.043,
494.044 and 494.045 and repealing subsection (12) of. section
494.04, delete the requirement for a $5,000 surety bond and
provide for a recovery guaranty fund similar to the fund es
tablished-� last year for the Florida Real Estate Commission.
The surety bond has been a requirement for each primary broker
since 1959.
Section three requires that when a mortgage has been recorded
and the loan is not closed or funds haven't been disbursed to
the borrower, a satisfaction must be recorded. The provision re
places an administrative rule recently rescinded because of
lack of statutory authority.
Section four provides for the appointmemt of a receiver by the
court.
Section five provides for a title insurance policy or title
opinion and a notice with second mortgages of existing balances
owed by a borrower to be furnished to a lender unless a waiver
is signed. Mortgages must also be recorded.
Section six makes provision to hold officers, directors or
agents liable to lenders for any violations of the act by the
broker's employees.
Section six also provides that the Mortgage Borkerage Act shall
not prohibit a person from bringing their own action in addition
to that of a state agency.
In addition, section six sets forth prohibited practices relating;
to fraud, deceit, concealment or falsifying in mortgage loan
transactions.
Section seven increases the penalties from a misdeameanor to a
felony for the more serious violations of the act.

III.

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS:
Economic Impact:
A.

YES

X

NO

Economic Im£act on the Public:

During the time that surety bonds have been required there have
been 89 claims in excess of $527 ,455.27. ·$342,390..76 of the amount
represents claims other than those resulting from the "14%" land
fraud mortgages sold during 1971-1975. The exact amount of
these claims paid by the bonding companies has not been deter
mimed, but it has been verified that $45,226.17 has been paid.

SB l:..77.
Also, there are cases still in litigation. A number of the
aforementioned claims exceed the $5,000 bond limit. The cost
of the bond has ranged from $50 per year to $75.00. Considering
an average cost of $62.50 per year with approximately 2,000
brokers licensed, the bond premium runs $125,000 per year. By
applying this annual premium for 19 years that the bond was re
quired, the premium is estimated to have been $2,375,000. The
guaranty fund provides for a contribution of $50 per year for the
primary broker and $10 for each additional broker or solicitor.
In estimating approximately 2,000 primary brokers per year,
plus 2,000 additional brokers or solicitors, the revenue to the
guaranty fund would be $120,000 per year. The establishment of
a guaranty fund would affect the bonding industry. It should
not have any effect on any other industry. It is believed that
in time, substantial savings can be realized by the mortgage
brokerage industry. When the guaranty fund reaches $750,000 no
further amounts will be required until the fund falls below $500,
000. The interest earned by the fund should also reduce costs
to the industry while at the same time providing a higher claim
amount for injured parties. In addition to the Florida Real
Estate Commission having this type of fund, the Florida Bar has
a recovery fund as well as 17 other states having such programs.
There should be no additional financial burden placed on the
public.
There would be additional costs to the borrower and sometimes to
a lender for title insurance or opinions. Most transactions in
clude such documentation at the present time and it is the mar
ginal transactions that are expected to be covered to protect
the investing public. A waiver signed by the investor eliminates
the required items and saves the expense if they are not needed.
The costs involved would run about 1% for the title insurance or
opinions. In cases where mortgages must be recorded, the charge
will average $10 per mortgage.
B.

Fiscal Impact on Implementing or Enforcing Agency:

There would be minimal fiscal impact upon the Department.
IV.

COMMENTS:
Technical errors - none noted.
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STAFF REPORT

PCB #28

Mortgage Brokerage
Act

This bill is being offered as a Proposed Committee bill
at the request of the Department of Banking and Finance.
The Department feels that certain amendments to The Mortgage
Brokerage Act are merited. The following SUMMARY and ECONOMIC
IMPACT section of this report is a section by section treat
ment of the bill which also sets forth the probable effect
and the legislative intent. This information was furnished
substantially by the Department.
SUMMARY and ECONOMIC IMPACT
The first section by amending section 494.02, Florida
Statutes, relates to a change of a definition and has a
limited impact by bringing mortgage loan transactions within
the act that are a lien on collateral that has a security
interest in real property. It is unknown as to how many
transactions have this type of collateral, but it is believed
loans of this type have been handled on a limited basis by
mortgage brokers. There is no information to establish that
loans of this nature are being made by savings and loan as
sociations, banks or credit unions. This section should not
have any significant financial impact or affect employment.
Section two and eight, by creating sections 494.042,
494.043 , 494 .044 and 494.045 and repealing subsection (12)
of section 494.04,delete the requirement for a $5 ,000 surety
bond and provide for a recovery guaranty fund similar to the
fund established last year for the Florida Real Estate Com
mission. The surety bond has been a requirement for each
primary broker since 1959. During this time , there have
been 89 claims in excess of $527,455.27. $342 ,390.76 of

Gerri Raines Dolan, StafT Direclor
310 House Office Building, Tallahassee, Florida 32304

(904) 488-2123
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the amount represents claims other than those resulting from
the "14%" land fraud mortgages sold during 1971-1975. The
exact amount of these claims paid by the bonding companies
has not been determined, but it has been verified that $45,226.17
has been paid. Also, there are cases still in litigation. A
number of the aforementioned claims exceed the $5,000 bond
limit. The cost of the bond has ranged from $50 per year to
$75.00. Considering an average cost of $62.50 per year with
approximately 2,000 brokers licensed, the bond premium runs
$125,000 per year. By applying this annual premium for 19
years that the bond was required, the premium is estimated to
have been $2,375,000. The guaranty fund provides for a
contribution of $50 per year for the primary broker and $10
for each additional broker or solicitor. In estimating ap
proximately 2,000 primary brokers per year, plus 2,000 addi
tional brokers or solicitors, the revenue to the guaranty
fund would be $120,000 per year. The establishment of a
guaranty fund would affect the bonding industry; however, it
is not known as to the effect it would have on the employment
market. It should not have any effect on any other industry.
It is believed that in time, substantial savings can be realized
by the mortgage brokerage industry. When the guaranty fund
reaches $750,000 no further amounts will be required until
the fund falls below $500,000. The interest earned by the
fund should also reduce costs to the industry while at the
same time providing a higher claim amount for injured parties.
In addition to the Florida Real Estate Commission having this
type of fund, the Florida Bar has a recovery fund as well as
17 other states having such programs. There should be no
additional financial burden placed on the public.
Section three requires that when a mortgage has been
recorded and the loan is not closed or funds haven't been
disbursed to the borrower, a satisfaction must be recorded.·
The provision replaces an administrative rule recently rescinded
because of lack of statutory authority. It would have an
impact on some mortgage brokers who do not give a satisfaction
of mortgage on loans not closed until the brokerage fee charges
are paid by the borrower. It is not known as to the number
of transactions involve� but the impact would be mainly on
brokers procuring second mortgages. The alternative action
for a broker to take to recover fees would be to bring suit
in a court of law. This provision would not effect employment
and would benefit the borrowing public by having their con
tractual debt established in court if they refused to pay the
brokerage fee on transactions where they received no funds.
Other financial institutions do not leave mortgages on record
when funds are not disbursed.
Section four provides for the appointment of a receiver
by the court. There should be no additional fiscal impact as
this type of action in the past has been taken through other
statutes. It also has no effect on employment, nor places any
significant economic burden on the public
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Section five provides for a title insurance policy or
title opinion and a notice with second mortgages of existing
balances owed by a borrower to be furnished to a lender unless
a waiver is signed. Mortgages must also be recorded. There
would be additional costs to the borrower and sometimes to
a lender for title insurance or opinions. Most transactions
include such documentation at the present time and it is the
marginal transactions that are expected to be covered to pro
tect the investing public. A waiver signed by the investor
eliminates the required items and saves the expense if they
are not needed. The costs involved would run about 1% for
the title insurance or opinions. In cases where mortgages
must be recorded, the charge will average $10 per mortgage.
The costs of a statement showing the balances on existing
mortgages in transactions involving a second mortgage should
be nominal as notice could be added to existing contract forms
on a low cost grade form paper. This section should have no
effect on employment or competition.
Section six makes provision to hold officers, directors
or agents liable to lenders for any violations of the act by
the broker's employees. This will increase the responsibility
of management to more closely supervise the brokering activity
of employees. The impact or cost to the broker cannot be de
termined since the number of cases that may be filed are not
known. There should be no discernible effect on employment or
competition.
Section six also provides that the Mortgage Brokerage Act
shall not prohibit a person from bringing their own action in
addition to that of a state agency. This type of language is
contained in the Florida Securities Act. It keeps a defendant
from raising a defense that he cannot be sued because the state
has brought legal action. The economic impact cannot be estimated
since the number of probable cases involved cannot be determined.
In addition, section six sets forth prohibited practices relating
to fraud, deceit, concealment or falsifying in mortgage loan trans
actions. There is no significant financial impact or cost to the
borrower or lender and competition or employment is not affected.
However, this section does provide grounds to take legal action
when serious violations of the act have occurred.
Section seven increases the penalties from a misdemeanor to a
felony for the more serious violations of the act. It should
not effect employment or competition. Penalties are increased
under this section to be comparable to the penalties in the
Florida Securities Act.
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MORTGAGE BROKERAGE ACT

The first section of the Bill was amended by defining ''principal
mortgage broker" and the term "lender". The purpose of th�s amend
ment offers clarity as to the principal mortgage broker being assessed
a $50 annual fee for the mortgage broker guaranty fund. The term
"lender" has been defined as a common term used in the Statute to
mean any person who either lends or invests money in mortgaye loans.
Section two amendments do not effect the summc1ry in the Staff Report
but provides clarity by stating that a principal broker shall pay $50
per license year to the guaranty fund. This section also includes an
amendment to include savings and loan associations as depositories
for the trust or escrow funds of a mortgage broker.
Section three amends the Bill by providing that mortgage brokers must
satisfy a mortgage loan when the loan is not closed with the proceeds
paid to the borrower unless the borrower has failed to pay the brokers
costs and commission. This amendment will not require a satisfaction
of a loan not closed unless the fees and commissions due to the broker
have been paid.
Section four amends the Bill by deleting the provision which provides
for an appointment of a receiver. The Court has inherent powers to
appoint receivers where the cause or need can be shown.
Section five of the summary regarding the requirement that a broker
furnish notice to second mortgage investors of existing balances owned
by a borrower is deleted. This notice would have required additional
documentation in the processing of mortgage loans.
Section seven is amended to increase the criminal penalty from a
misdemeanor in the second degree to a misdemeanor of the first degree.
The provisions providing for a felony for the more serious violations
of the act were deleted.
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A bill to be entitled

l:btc

An act relating to mortgage brokerage; amending

l. 4

s. 494.02(2), Florida Statutes, and adding

l.4/1

4

subsections (8) and (9) thereto; defining

5

"mortgage loan," "principal mortgage broker,"

l. 4/2

6

and "lender"; creating ss. 494.042, 494.043,

1. 4/3

494.044, and 494.045, Florida Statutes;

l.4/4

8

providing for the establishment of a Mortgage

9

Brokerage Guaranty Fund for the reimbursement

l.4/5

10

of persons who suffer monetary damages as the

1.4/6

11

result of certain acts of licensed mortgage

12

brokers or solicitors; providing for additional

13

license fees to finance the fund; establishing

i4

conditions for recovery from the fund;

15

providing fer investment of the fund; adding

16

paragraph (j) to s. 494.05(1), Florida

17

Statutes; providing for suspension of license

18

for failure to issue satisfaction of an

19

executed mortgage when proceeds were not

20

disbursed to benefit of mortgagor and the

1.4/11

21

mortgagor has fully paid the broker's costs and

1.4/12

22

commission; amending s. 494.071(2), Florida

1.4/13

23

Statutes, relating to conditions under which

24

the Department of Banking and Finance may bring

25

an action for injunction; adding subsections

26

(8) and (9) to s. 494.08, Florida Statutes;

1.4/15

27

providing requirements with regard to title and

1.4/16

28

recording of mortgages and instruments;

29

creating ss. 494.091, 494.092, and 494.093,

30

Florida Statutes; providing certain remedies;

31

specifying prohibited practices; amending s.

1
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l. 4/9
l.4/10

l. 4/14

l.4/17

1.4/18
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494.10, Florida Statutes; providing penalties;

1.4/19

removing requirements relating to posting of

1.4/20

effective date.

1.4/21

2

repealing s. 494.04(12), Florida Statutes;

4

bond by licensed mortgage brokers; providing an

3

5

6
8

9

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Subsection (2) of section 494.02, Floriua

101 Statutes, is amended, and subsections (8) and (9) are added to
11 I said section to read:
12

494.02

14

( 2)

l:enc

\

Definition of terms.--In this act unless the

131 context or subject matter otherwise requires:

"Mortgage loan" means any loan secured by a

151 mortgage on real property or any loan secured by collateral
16 I which has a mortgag_e 1 ien intP.rest in real pror)ertv.

17

( 8)

"Principal mort�e broker" means an individual,

18 officer of a corporation, or member of a partnershiI?
1
19 design_9t:_e9 as_tb__e_ primary broker in the application.
20
21

22

( 9)

"Lender" means any person who either lends or

invests money in mortgage loans.
Section 2.

Sections 494.042, 494.043, 494.044, and

231 494.045, Florida Statutes, are created to read:
24

25

494.042
( 1)

Mortgage BrQkerage Guaranty Fund.--

Effective SeEtember 1, 1977, the State Treasurer

26

shall establish a Mort']a9e Brokerage Guarantl Fund.

28

both new licenses and renewal of licenses oE a principal

27

29

30

A

fee of

$ so per J. icense JP.a r shall be added to the license fee for

mor t9a9e broker and a fee

0[

�10 per license year shal 1 be

added to the license Eee for both new licenses and renewal of

3 11 licenses by solicitors and additional brokers.
2

1.4/21

1.4/22
2.2

2.2/1
l:es

2.2/2

2.2/3

2.2/4
2.2/5
2.2/6

2.2/7
2.2/8
2.2/9

2.:2/10
2. 2/11

2.2/12
2.2/13

This fee shall I 2.2/14
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11 be in ucidition to the regular license fee und shall be

2.2/15

21 t runsferred to or deposited in tri���gaqe Brokerage Guaranty
31 Funcl.

Should the fund ot anv time exceed $750,000, collection 12.2/16

41 of s12ecial fees for the fund shall be discontinued at the end

2.2/17

SI of. that 1 icense year.

2.2/18

Su<::h soecL:il fees ::;hull not be

61 reim�ed unles::; the fund is reciucecl below $500,000 by
disbursement mccle in accordance with this chapter.
8
91

( 2)

The Mort_g_age 13roker.J<JC GlJ_cl_r_ari_t_:.y fund shall be

disbursed a::; orovided in this chupter by approval of the

2.2/19
2.2/20
2.2/21

10

Division of finance of the Deoartment of Bankin9 and finance,

11

as reimbursement to any person or corporation adjudged by a

2.2/22

12

court of competent jurisdiction to have suffered monetarv

2.2/23

13

dama9es bv the acts of any mortgacie broker or mortga�

141 s olicitor who was licensed under the erovisions of this

2.2/24

151 chapter at the time_any _of the_following acts were committed:

2.2/25

16

( a)

Any violation of the Mortgage Brokerage Act.

2.2/26

17

(b)

Making__false� promises that influenced or pursuing

2.2/27

181 a course of misrepresentation or false promises throtJgh
191 agents.
20

2.2/28
(c)

Misreeresentatio:1, circumvention, or concealment

l:lus

21 I by the 1 icensee, th rough whatever subterfuge or device, of any I 2.2/29
221 of the material particulars, or the nature thereof, re.9.ardj.119

2.2/30

231 a transaction to which he is a party, with resulting injury to j2.2/32
2.i
25

another £_arty thereto.
(d)

Failure to disburse funds in uccordance with a

2.2/33

U\ licensee's a9reements.
27

(e)

Failure to account or deliver to any person any

281 pE:>_r_son2l___j)ro2_erty such as money, fund, deposit, check, draft,

2.2/34
2.2/35

�\ mortg�ge, or other document, or t�ing of value, which has come j 2.2/36
30

into the licensee's hands, ancl •.vhich is not his��' or

31\ which he is not in la\\' or egui�_y_ e:i'citled to retain, under the 12.2/37
3
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circumstances, and at the time which has been agreed upon, or

2

is require�!_.Q_t_ law, or, in the absence of a fixed time, upon

3

d emand of the f)C rson ent i t 1 c d to such account in_g_ ans]�_ive£_y.

4

( [)

Failure to place,�_i.m,nedi_ately upon receipt, any

2.2/38

2.2/39
2.2/40

51 money, fund, deposit, check, or draft, entrusted to a licensee 12.2/41

61 by any person dealing with hi1� as a broker, in escrow with any I 2.2/42
8
9

1

escrow a2_ent located ancl doing business in Florida, pursuant

to a written agreement, or, to deposit said funds in a trust

or escrow account maintained by him with some bank or savings

101 and loan c1ssociation located and doin.9. business in florida,
11

12

13

properl�thorized.
494.043

Conditions for recovery.--Any person or

151 Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty fund if all of the following
16 I conditions have been fuf illed:
(1)

of competent jurisdiction ir. this state in any action wherein

20

4 94 . 042 ( 2 ) .

21

I 2.2/45

cause of action was based on any of the acts specified in s.
( 2)

2.2/47

2.2/48
2.2/49

Such person has received final judgment in a court 12.2/50

18
19

2.2/44

wherein suid funds shall be kept until disbursement thereof is 12.2/46

141 corporation shall be eligible to seek recovery from the

17

2.2/43

Such person has caused to be issued a writ of

2.2/51
2.2/52

22

execution upon such judg;;ient and the officer executing the

24

property of the judgment debtor liable to be levied upon in

2.2/54

realized on the sale of the judgment debtor's property

2.2/56

n

25
26

27

same has made a return showin_g_ that no oersonal or real

satisfuction of the j�ment can be found or that the amount

pursuant to such execution was insufficient to satisfy the
1
28 �ment.
29

30
31

(3)

Such person has made all reasonable searches and

inguirie_§ to ascertain whether the �ment debtor is

possessed of real or 2ersonal _pr_operty or ot:h�r assets�cJ_bject
4
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to being sold or applied in satisfaction of the judgment and

2.2/60

21 by his search he h.:is discovered no __property or assets, or he

31 hos discovered�perty .:incl assets and h.:is t.:iken all necessary 12. 2/61
41 action .:inci �eC?dings for the? aprlication thereof to the

5I judgment but the amount thereby realized was insufficient to

6I satis E y_ t,b�_j_�23rrwnt.
( 4)

8
9

1

10I

lll
12

12.2/62

I 2.2/63

Any amounts rC?coverC?d by such person from the

judgment debtor, or from any other source, have been applied

t o the d a :n cJ9C'_s __;:iw a_i-� e � t: he court .

(SL_!\t_the_ time an action was instituted such��-!::

gave notice thC?re2� the__ clepartment bv certified mail.
( 6)

The act for which recovery is sought occurred

13I a fter Ser:_tember 1, 1977.
14I
15

18
19

( 1)

Payment Erom the fund.--

Any_person who meets all of the conditions

prescribed in this chapter may apt_)ly to the department for

16
17

494.044

1

payment to be made to him from the Mortgag_e __E3_r:_()kerage Guaranty
Fund in the amount equal to the unsatisfied portion of his

judgmerit or $10,000, whichever is less, but_ 9_11l_y to the extent

20 and amount reflected in the judgment as being actual or
1
21 compensatory damages.
22

(2)

upon receipt by the claimant of the payment from

23

the Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty rund, the claimant shall

25

judgment, to the extent of such payment, to the de�tment.

24
26

27

assign his additional !.i.9_ht, tit le, and interest in the
(3)

Payme_['l_t:S_ for claims against any one mortgage

broker or mortgage solicitor shall be limited in the aggregate

28

to $50,000, regardless of the number of claimants involved.

30

department shall ororate the payments based on the ratio of

29

31

If the total claims exceed the aggregate limit of $50,000, the

each person's claim to the total claims filed.
5
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(4)

If at any time the money in the Mortgage Brokerage 11:lus

21 Guaranty fund is ins��fic ient to sat isEy any val id claim or

2.2/82

41 claim or eortion thereof as 500n as a sufficient amount of

2. 2/8 11

31 portiCln �thereCl�!he dep<Htmcnt shall satisfy such unpaid
5
6

1

money has been deposited in or transferred to the fund.

When

t here is more than one unsatisfied claim outstandin�, such

claims shall be paid in the order in which the claims were

81 filed with the deeartment.
9

( 5)

All _Eil_yments and disbursements made from the

101 Mortga9e 13rokerage Guaranty Fund sholl be made by the Stote

11 I Treasurer upon o voucher signed by the Comptroller as head of
12
13

1

14

the Department of Banking 2nd Finance or such og ent as he may
des i9.n<1 te.
( 6)

The payment oE any amount from the Mortgage

2.2/83
2.2/85
2.2/86
2.2/87

2.2/88

2.2/89

2.2/90

15

Brokeroge Guaranty fund in settlement of a claim in

2.2/91

17

or mortgage solicitor shall constitute prima facie grounds for

2.2/93

16

satisfaction of a judgment aaainst a licensed mort gage broker

18

the revocation of such broker's or solicitor's 1 icense.

20

Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty fund shall be inves�e��y the

22

funds, and the interest earned thereon shall be deposited to

2.2/97

other moneys deposited in the Mortgage Brokeraqe Guoranty

2.2/99

19

21
23
24

25
26

ll

n

�

30

Investments of the fund.--The funds of the

494.045

State Treasurer under the same limitations as other state

the credit of the fund and available for the same purpose as
Fund.

Section 3.

(1)

2.2/95
2.2/96

2.2/98

Paragraph (j) is added to subsection (1) of 12.2/100

section 494.05, Florida Statutes, to read:
494.05

2.2/94

Denial, suspension or revocation of licenses.--

The department may, upon its motion, or upon the

verified complaint in writing of any person, investigate the

3. 2

3.2/1

3.2/2

311 actions of any person engaged in the business or acting in the 13.2/3
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capacity of a licensee under this act, within this state. The

2

license of a licensee may be suspended for a period not
1
3 exceeding 2 years, or until complianc e with a lawful order
4\ i mposed in the final orcJer of suspension, or both, upon a
5

6

1

finding of facts showing that the licensee has been guilty of

any of the following:
(j)

F'ailure to issue a satisfaction of mort�e when

3.2/4
3.2/5

3.2/6
3.2/7

3.2/8

81 t he mortgage has been executed �roceeds were not disbursed I 3.2/9
91 to the benefit of the mortga� and_when_the mortgager has

101 fully paid the mortg_�.9_e broker's costs and commission.

111

Section 4.

13I

494.071

Subsection (2) of section 494.071, F'lorida

121 Statutes, is amended to read:
1 41

(2)

Injunction to restrain violations.--

Whenever the-depa�tment-sha±±-be±ieve-fr-em

15I sa1:isfaeee�7-eviclenee-that any such person hos engaged, or is

3.2/10

3.2/11
4. 2

l:es

4.2/2

16

engaged or is about to engi:lge in any of the practices or

18

t he intent of this chapter, or act.::,_ ie-ne9etiatiri9-t1n7

4.2/5

20

broker or solicitor without being duly registered as provided

4.2/9

17

19

transac tions which would be fraudulent and inconsistent with
mer-t9e9ee in violat ion of th is chapter, or is acting as a

4.2/4

4.2/7

21

in this chapter, the department may, in addition to any other

23

b ehalf of the state against such person and any other person

4.2/11

25

participate in su ch fraudulent proctices or acting in

4.2/13

27

continuing such fraudulent practices or engaging therein or

22
�

26

28
29

30

remedies, by its own counsel bring action in the name and on
concerned in or in any way participating in or about to

violation of this chapter, to enjoin such person from

doing any act in furtherance thereof or in violation of this
chapter.

Section 5.

Subsections (8) and (9) are added to

311 section 494.08, Florida Statutes, to read:
7
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2

494.08
( 8)

Requirements and prohibitions.--

All mortgages negctiated pursuant to this chapter

31 must include, with a co_ey delivered to the lender, a
41

a title letter from a title company <Juthorized to do business

in this state, unless waived in writing by the lender, on the

8 I land which is described in the mort�e.

The policy, opinion,

91 or title letter shall reflect the priority of the mortga�

10

111

5.0/5

mortga9ee's title insurance oolicv or an opinion of title from I 5.0/6

51 an attorney who is licenseci to practice law in this state, or

61

5.0/4

( 9)

Each mortgage or instrument securing a note shall,

unless waived in writin9-l2::t: the lender, be recorded before

5.0/7

5.0/8
5.0/9

5.0/10

5.0/11

5.0/12

12 I being_ de1_iver ecl t()__cl__J?.e r rn anent 1 end e r.
13

141

15
161

Section 6.

Sections 494.091, 494.092, and 494.093,

5.0/13

Florida Statutes, arc created to read:
494.091

Remedies available in case of unlawful

5.0/14

transaction.--In the event a mort�e trans<Jction is made in

5.0/15

171 viol<Jtion of any of the orovisions of this chapter, the person
18 making the transaction and every director, officer, or agent
1
19 who has personally participated in making the transaction

5.0/16

5.0/17

2 1 shall be jointly and severally liable to the lender in an
0
211 action for d.:imoges incurred by the lender.

5.0/18

231 this chapter shall limit any st<Jtutory or common law right of

5.0/20

22
24

4 94.092

<Jny person to bring any action in any court for any act

251 i nvolved in the mort9age business, or the right of the state
26

77

28

29

3

5.0/19

Statutory or common law remedies.--Nothin9 in

to punish any person for any violation of anv law.

494.093 P_r_ohibited practices.--It is unlawful, and a
______

violation of th�rovisions of this chapter, fo� any person:
( 1)

In any practice or trans.:iction or course of

business relating to the sale, eurchase, negotiation,
0
31 I promotion, .:idvertisement, or hvpothecation of mortgage
8
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transactions,

inc}uding any transaction consummated by parti�s IS.0/26

21 under the 12.£_£visions of s. 494.03, directly or indirectly_.:..
3

(a)

Ta knowingly or willingly employ any device,

(bl

To engage in any trcJnsaction, p ractice, or course

41 schemer or artifice to defraud.
5

61 of business which ooerates as a frcJud upon any person in

connection with the ourchase or sale of any mortgage loan.

8

( 2)

In any matter within the jurisdiction of the

91 depart__ment to __j<119wingly and willfully falsify, conceal, or

1 O I cover u.P..!____QY a tr i ck , scheme , or de vice, a m cJ t er i a 1 fact , or

11 I make any false, or fraudulent statement or rep resentation, or

5.0/27
5.0/28

5.0/29

5.0/30
5.0/31

5.0/32

5.0/33

121 make or use any false w riting or document, knowing the same to I 5.0/34
131 contain anv false, or frauclulent statement or entry.
14

Section 7.

161

494.10

15 I amended to recJd:

Section 494.10, Florida Statutes, is

Pcnalties.--Whoever violates any of the

17 I provis ions of this uct shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the
18\ first 9eeerici degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082.!.. et<

19
M

1

21

6.2

6. 2/2

6.2/4

6.2/5

Section 8.

Subsection (12) of section 494.04, Florida

6.2/7

Section 9.

This act shall take effect September 1,

shall constitute a separate offense.

23

41
25

5.0/36

s. 775.083, or s. 775.084, and each violation of this chapter

221 Statutes, is hereby repealed.
2

5.0/35

1977.

26
27

28

29

30
31

9
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4
5
6
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

*****************************************

l:hbs

HOUSE SUMMARY

l:hbs

Amends various provisions of the Mortgage Brokerage Act.

6.2/11

Includes any loan secured by collateral which has a
mortgage lien interest in real property within the
definition of "mortgage loc:r,." Defines "principal
mortgage broker" and "lender."

6.2/12
6.2/13

Removes requirement for posting of bond by licensed
mortgage brokers and provides for establishment of a
Mortgage Brokerage Guaranty Fund for the reimbursement of
persons who suffer monetary damage through the acts of a
licensed mortgage broker or solicitor and who are not
able to recover from the broker or solicitor. Imposes
additional license fees to finance the fund.
Provides
f or manilgement of, and payments from, the fund.

6.2/15
6.2/16

Provides for suspension of license for failure to issue a
satisfaction of an executed mortgage when proceeds were
not disbursed to the benefit of the mortgagor and the
mortgagor has fully paid the broker's costs and
commission.

6.2/21

Imposes requirements on mortgages negotiated pursuant to
the act with respect to titles and recordation.

6.2/24

Specifies that any person making a transaction in
violation of the act and every officer, agent, or other
person participating in the transaction, are jointly and
severally liable. Specifies that nothing in the act
limits any statutory or common law rights.

6.2/25
6.2/26

Provides prohibited practices with regard to fraud and
misrepresentation.
Increases from a second to a first
degree misdemeanor the penalty for violation of the act.

6.2/28
6.2/29
6.2/30

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
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6.2/17
6.2/18
6.2/19
6.2/20
6.2/22
6.2/23

6.2/27
6.2/28

